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Senatorial candidate worried about the future
Granato was introduced by
republican Jim Bennett, son of Sen.
Bob Bennett, who was recently
ousted by the Tea Party movement here in Utah. Bennett said he
wasn’t bitter about the race, but he
felt Granato would do better for
the mainstream and majority of
Utah than Lee, even though he’s a
democrat.
“I’ve jumped off the cliff – I’m
doing it because it’s the right thing
to do,” Bennett said. “There’s so
much anger and rage in the race
this year, but Sam Granato is a lot
closer to Utah voter and republican
thought than Mike Lee.”
Granato believes that
troops should be pulled out of
Afghanistan, but that Obama is
right in finishing the job. He said
former President George Bush
started the war, but it is Obama’s
job to finish.
Granato said immigration
issues have been neglected for too
long. He said the borders of the
country need to be secured – a bigger fence and a swinging gate were
needed, but that immigrants were
an important part of our country.
“We have major industries that
would fail if we kicked out all illegal immigrants,” he said.
Other topics covered included gay
marriage, the military’s Don’t Ask
Don’t Tell policy, federal stimulus

By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

College democrats and republicans alike gathered to hear what
Sam Granato, U.S. senatorial candidate, had to say Tuesday night in
Old Main.
Granato answered questions
about everything from education
to immigration and discussed his
goals, if elected. He is running
against republican Mike Lee, but
said the party didn’t matter – he
was more mainstream and would
represent Utah better than Lee.
“It’s not the R or the D behind
the name, it’s the U for Utah,”
Granato said. “I have support from
all groups – republicans, democrats, and independents.”
Granato has served on numerous committees, including chairing the Salt Lake Valley Board
of Health, and was appointed by
former Governor Jon Huntsman
to chair the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission.
He said public service “got into
(his) blood,” and encouraged him
to make a difference.
“I looked at the country, and I was
scared. I have a wife and four kids,
and I was scared for their future,
as well as the youth of this nation,”
Granato said.

money, and changing the constitution. Granato said he is open to
working with others, and wants to
change what he calls the “partisan
gridlock” in Congress.
Granato said he agrees with
Mormon apostle Dallin Oaks, and
believes gay marriage is an issue
for the states, and not for the federal government. He thinks Don’t
Ask, Don’t Tell should be repealed.
“There are gays serving in the
military, and they are serving with
honor. They should be respected,”
he said.
He said Mike Lee wants to get
rid of all earmarks that come to
Utah in bills.
“Earmarks have become a dirty
word. But we need that money – for
things called highways, tarmacs
at the airport. Half of one percent
of our federal budget is from earmarks,” Granato said. “If we aren’t
going to raise our hand, someone
else will get that money.”
Granato said he plans on being
in Washington, D.C. next year, but
made no commitments for taxes.
He said when he got to D.C., he
would look at what could be cut.
“I plan to win on Nov. 2,” Granato
said. “I plan to go to Washington,
D.C. to represent Utah.”

–april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu SENATOR SAM GRANATO speaks to students Tuesday about where he stands on
issues such as education and immigration in Old Main. STERLING BOIN photo

USU investment Students receive Blood award
boosts economy
By MARISSA BODILY
staff writer

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Three technological innovations involving Utah State
were recently approved in
the Utah Science Technology
and Research Initiative
(USTAR) Technology
Commercialization Grant
round.
In describing USTAR
and its purpose, Jacoba
Poppleton, public relations
and marketing specialist,
said USTAR is a long-term,
state-funded investment
aimed to strengthen Utah’s
knowledge economy.
Poppleton said the
program’s goal is “to recruit
world-class researchers and
build state-of-the-art interdisciplinary research and
development facilities and to
form first-rate science, innovation, and commercialization teams across the state.”
The end-goal of such a
plan is to create higher-paying jobs and more technological-based firms to improve
the state’s current financial
situation, particularly in
regards to its tax base.
“To achieve these measures, world-class research
teams are being recruited to
Utah to conduct research in
innovation focus areas where
the state already has distinct
competitive advantages,”
Poppleton said.
These focus areas include
biomedical technology, brain
medicine, energy, digital
media, imaging technology,
and nanotechnology – a
branch of technology dealing

with the manufacture and
manipulation of objects as
small as individual molecules
and atoms.
A portion of the USTAR
funding supports construction of state-of-the-art
research facilities at the
University of Utah and Utah
State University.
This plan has helped
USTAR fulfill their goal of
“attracting top-level, nationally-known faculty to USU
and the University of Utah,”
said Michael O’Malley,
USTAR marketing and public
relations representative in
Salt Lake City.
USTAR’s relationship with
USU since its 2006 development is increasing.
Two of the organization’s new
research buildings are to be
unveiled at the North Logan
Innovation Campus, located
at 650 E. Grand Ave., North
Logan, Thursday, Oct. 7, at
1:30 p.m. One of the buildings and its 110, 000 squarefeet is to be focused on life
science research and commercialization, and for three
research teams to move into
the new space.
O’Malley said that these
three new innovations, as
well as the new facility in
North Logan, are sure to help
the organization continue to
reach that goal.
The antifungal aminoglycoside (FG08), developed by
Tom Cheng, USU associate
professor of chemistry and
biochemistry, essentially has
the ability to fight growing

- See USTAR, page 3
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The Blood scholarship was awarded
to USU students Linsey Johnson, Jeffrey
Hazboun, Scott Jensen and Charlie Sim, to
assist them in their physics research during
summer 2010.
“Recipients can use the scholarship
money for whatever they want,” said USU
physics professor David Peak. “It depends
on how many students receive the scholarship each year, but I think it is about
$3,000.”
Howard Blood is a physics alumnus of
USU. He donated to the physics department
the year before he died in 2006, Jensen said.

Recipients of the scholarship write letters
to Blood’s family to tell them about their
research.
Peak said a scholarship committee
meets each spring to determine which students are awarded scholarships, including
the Blood scholarship.
Students in the physics department
can apply for the scholarship, and it can be
awarded to both undergraduate and graduate students, Peak said. Johnson, Jensen
and Sim are undergraduate students and
Hazboun is a graduate student.
Five years ago, the USU physics department was granted the ability to award the
scholarship and they first presented it to
students three years ago, Peak said. He estimated that the committee has selected 10

students to be honored with the scholarship
since then.
Sim said preference for the scholarship
is given to physics majors who plan on
attending graduate school and can prove
they have financial need. Applicants write
a one-page letter explaining their research
intentions, past experience and qualifications. A recommendation letter from the
professor with whom the applicant plans to
conduct the research is also required.
The selected students carry out summer
research and give a 15-minute presentation
on their findings to the physics department
faculty, students and staff at a colloquium
in the fall, Sim said. It took place Sept. 7.

- See PHYSICS, page 4

USU Fashion show
continues to grow
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

PARTICIPANTS IN SUSTAINABLE fashion show display
recycled outfits to the 800 people who attended Monday night.
ANIE AGHABABTAN photo

9/22/10
USU soccer team overcomes tough start on the
road.
Page 5

Logan City
Council passes ordinance
to ban spice
Page 10

At USU’s third sustainablefashion show, “Re:VIBE Fashion
with a Cause,” the TSC ballroom reached capacity, with
attendees lining the walls to
view the recycled outfits, modeled and designed by students
and some children.
The sustainable fashion
show – created by fashion
professor Lindsey Shirley – has
shown increasing attendance
over the past three semesters
due to her work and the collaboration of students in her
dress and humanities class.
The admission fee was one can
of food and the entrance table
was piled high with chicken
noodle soup and tomato
sauce.
Approximately 1,000 cans were
collected and will be donated

to the Student Nutrition Access
Center (SNAC.) More than 800
people attended Monday’s fashion show, which is more than
twice the attendance of the
same event one year ago.
“When I was a student at
Iowa State University, there
was a huge fashion show every
year,” Shirley said. “When I
was faculty at the University of
Idaho we did a recycle redesign
fashion show to raise awareness
for hunger issues both domestically and internationally. It
was a natural fit to do a similar
experience with the dress and
humanity class at USU.”
This semester’s event
showcased outfits that were
glued, taped and sewn together
and composed of everything
from lampshades to Skittles

- See RECYCLE, page 4
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ClarifyCorrect
A new bakery in Logan was incorrectly identified in the Friday, Sept. 17
edition of The Statesman. The shop is
called Tempation Cupcake, not Sweet
Temptations, and is located at 1010
North Main Street.

Nat’lBriefs
Candidate jokes over
witchcraft remarks
LINCOLN, Del. (AP) – Republican
Senate candidate Christine O’Donnell
is making light of comments she
made more than a decade ago when
she was in high school about having
dabbled in witchcraft.
“How many of you didn’t hang
out with questionable folks in high
school?” she asked at a GOP picnic in
Delaware on Sunday.
“There’s been no witchcraft since.
If there was, Karl Rove would be a
supporter now,” O’Donnell jokingly
assured the crowd.
O’Donnell rode a surging tide of
tea party activism to an upset victory
over GOP moderate Michael Castle,
Delaware’s longtime congressman
and former two-term governor. She
faces Democratic county executive
Chris Coons in November.

3 children found dead
in Texas apartment
HOUSTON (AP) – Three children
were found shot dead Sunday at a
suburban Houston apartment building, and their father was charged
with their murders after surviving an
apparent suicide attempt, authorities
said.
Muhammed Goher, 47, was
charged with three counts of capital
murder in the Sunday morning slayings, said Harris County Sheriff’s
Deputy Jamie Wagner.
Goher’s two daughters, ages
13 and 7, and a 12-year-old son
were killed in the shootings, which
were reported around 9:45 a.m. at
an apartment near a food market
three miles south of Houston’s Bush
Intercontinental Airport.

LateNiteHumor

Ahmadinejad says future is Iran’s
NEW YORK (AP) – Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Sunday that “the
future belongs to Iran,” and challenged the
United States to accept that his country has a
major role in the world.
He insisted that his government does not
want an atomic bomb – something he has said
in the past – and that Iran is only seeking peace
and a nuclear-free world. He gave no indication
of when Iran would resume talks on its nuclear
program and said any anti-nuclear sanctions
against his government would have no effect
on his government’s policies.
Appearing calm and self-assured, the
Iranian president said he was pleased about the
release of American hiker Sarah Shourd from a
prison in Tehran, but said her two companions
still in prison would have to prove their innocence on charges that they illegally crossed into
the country.
“The United States’ administrations ... must
recognize that Iran is a big power,” he said.
“Having said that, we consider ourselves to be
a human force and a cultural power and hence
a friend of other nations. We have never sought
to dominate others or to violate the rights of
any other country.
“Those who insist on having hostilities with
us, kill and destroy the option of friendship of
us in the future, which is unfortunate because
it is clear the future belongs to Iran and that
emnities will be fruitless – and hence sanctions, too, will be ineffective.”
Ahmadinejad asserted that international
nuclear regulators had never found proof that
Iran is pursuing an atomic bomb.
“We are not afraid of nuclear weapons. The
point is that if we had in fact wanted to build a
nuclear bomb, we are brave enough to say that
we want it. But we never do that. We are saying
that the arsenal of nuclear bombs (worldwide)
have to be destroyed as well,” he said.

The U.S. accuses Iran of hiding plans to
build a nuclear bomb; Iran denies that and
says it’s working only toward building nuclear
power plants.
On the case of the American hikers,
Ahmadinejad said, ‘We’re very glad that that
lady was released. Due to the humanitarian
perspective of the Islamic Republic chose to
adopt on the subject, she was released on bail.
And we hope that the other two will soon
be able to prove and provide evidence to the
court that they had no ill intention in crossing
the border, so that their release can also be
secured.”
Tying the case to Iran’s assertion that some
of its citizens are being held unjustly in the
United States, he said, “It certainly does not
give us joy when we see people in prison, wherever in the world that may be, and even when
we think of prisoners here.”
Asked about retired FBI employee Robert
Levinson, who disappeared during a trip to
Iran in 2007, Ahmadinejad appeared to suggest that he may have been Iran for suspicious
reasons.
“The U.S. government had informed us of
this situation and we announced that we are
unaware of it. We agreed to establish a joint
information committee to trace ... his whereabouts.
“Of course if it becomes clear what his goal
was, then perhaps specific assistance can be
given,” the Iranian said. “For example, if he had
plans to visit with a group or an individual or
go to another country, he would be easier to
trace in that instance.”
Levinson was last seen on Iran’s Kish island
in March 2007 where he had gone to seek
information on cigarette smuggling for a client
of his security firm. He had been an FBI agent
in New York and Florida before retiring in
1998. He has not been seen since.

BP oil well declared dead

NEW ORLEANS (AP) – The well
is dead – finally.
A permanent cement plug sealed
BP’s well nearly 2.5 miles below the
sea floor in the Gulf of Mexico, five
agonizing months after an explosion sank a drilling rig and led to
the worst offshore oil spill in U.S.
history.
Retired Coast Guard Adm. Thad
Allen, the federal government’s
point man on the disaster, said
Sunday BP’s well “is effectively
dead.” Allen said a pressure test to

ensure the cement plug would hold
was completed at 5:54 a.m. CDT.
He said the federal Bureau
of Ocean Energy Management
Regulation and Enforcement has
confirmed that the cementing operation was successful.
“Additional regulatory steps will
be undertaken but we can now state
definitively that the Macondo Well
poses no continuing threat to the
Gulf of Mexico,” Allen said.
The gusher was contained in
mid-July after a temporary cap was

Top 10 Signs Your Television Show Is
Going To Be Cancelled
Monday, Sept. 18, 2006
10. It’s entitled, “Everybody Loves
Osama.”
9. Instead of laughing, studio audience shouts, “Let’s burn down the
studio.”
8. The frequent lulls while the lead
character attempts to remember his
lines.
7. It stars the remains of Desi Arnaz.
6. ”Variety” calls it “A thrill ride similar to eating tainted spinach.”
5. To keep costs down, show is taped
by elevator security cameras.
4. It nabbed the coveted 3 a.m. time
slot.
3. One of 15 NBC shows based on
backstage at “Saturday Night Live.”
2. The opening credits include the
word “Hasselhoff.”
1. Their big idea is something called
“Ventriloquist Week.”

IRANIAN PRESIDENT Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is interviewed
by journalists from The Associated Press, Sunday in New York. AP
photo

A WORKER on the drilling floor is seen from the window of the drilling cage
as the pipe is removed on the Development Driller III, which drilled the relief well
and pumped the cement to seal the Macondo well, the source of the Deepwater
Horizon rig explosion and oil spill off the coast of Louisiana. AP photo

successfully fitted atop the well.
Mud and cement were later pushed
down through the top of the well,
allowing the cap to be removed.
But the well could not be
declared dead until a relief well was
drilled so that the ruptured well
could be sealed from the bottom,
ensuring it never causes a problem
again. The relief well intersected
the blown-out well Thursday, and
crews started pumping in the
cement on Friday.
The April 20 blast killed 11
workers, and 206 million gallons of
oil spewed.
The disaster caused an environmental and economic nightmare
for people who live, work and play
along hundreds of miles of Gulf
shoreline from Florida to Texas.
It also spurred civil and criminal
investigations, cost gaffe-prone BP
chief Tony Hayward his job, and
brought increased governmental
scrutiny of the oil and gas industry,
including a costly moratorium on
deepwater offshore drilling that is
still in place.
Gulf residents will be feeling the
pain for years to come. There is still
plenty of oil in the water, and some
continues to wash up on shore.
Many people are still struggling to
make ends meet with some waters
still closed to fishing. Shrimpers
who are allowed to fish are finding it difficult to sell their catch
because of the perception – largely
from people outside the region

– that the seafood is not safe to eat.
Tourism along the Gulf has taken a
hit.
The disaster also has taken a
toll on the once mighty oil giant BP
PLC. The British company’s stock
price took a nosedive after the
explosion, though it has recovered
somewhat. Its image as a steward of
the environment was stained and
its stated commitment to safety was
challenged. Owners of BP– branded
gas stations in the U.S. were hit
with lost sales, as customers protested at the pump.
And on the financial side: BP has
already shelled out more than $8
billion in cleanup costs and promised to set aside another $20 billion
for a victims compensation fund.
The company could face tens of billions of dollars more in government
fines and legal costs from hundreds
of pending lawsuits.
BP took some of the blame for
the Gulf oil disaster in an internal
report issued earlier this month,
acknowledging among other things
that its workers misinterpreted a
key pressure test of the well. But in
a possible preview of its legal strategy, it also pointed the finger at its
partners on the doomed rig.
BP was a majority owner of
the well that blew out, and it was
leasing the rig that exploded from
owner Transocean Ltd.
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Glennon warns about diminishing water supply
By ALLIE JEPPSON
staff writer

Robert Glennon, the Morris
K. Udall Professor of Law and
Public Policy at the University of
Arizona, and author of the book,
“Unquenchable: America’s Water
Crisis and What to do About it,”
visited USU Friday afternoon to
lecture students, faculty and members of the community about one
of America’s biggest, yet unrecognized problems: the scarcity of
water.
Sponsored by the College of
Agriculture, Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station, Cooperative
Extension, and USU Sustainability
Council, Glennon informed students about America’s current
water crisis. To demonstrate the
seriousness of this issue, Glennon
used Las Vegas as an example.
With all the new construction
going on in Las Vegas, the city has
become one of the world’s most
popular sites. However, Las Vegas
has only one problem, Glennon
said, “and that problem is an acute
one. Las Vegas has run out of

water.”
In order to fix this problem, Las
Vegas is beginning a movement
involving paying people who live
in Las Vegas $150 million to rip
out their luscious green lawns and
embarking a $3 billion pipeline in
order to fuel the heart of the city
with more water.
“When we think of water we
think of it as the air, infinite and
limitless,” said Glennon, “when in
fact, it is finite and exhaustible.”
Glennon then went on to list
other examples in which water has
become scarce. Since 2007, there
have been signs of the current
water crisis. Signs such as Orme,
Tenn., who had to truck in loads
of water in order to survive, Lake
Superior, whose water supply is
so low that it can no longer carry
cargo ships, and California and
Oregon where commercial fishing
seasons were once again cancelled.
Another major problem is
the supply of groundwater wells.
Glennon related America’s current
ground water supply to a full glass
and each well demanding water
from the ground is like a straw in

that glass.
“We are doing a really nice job
of trying to exhaust our supply,”
said Glennon. “With all the wells
currently demanding water, the
supply is quickly running out and
no one is willing to withdraw their
straw.”
“We humans have an infinite
capacity to deny reality,” Glennon
said. He said because we live in a
desert it is reasonable to think that
droughts are short term.
Due to population growth in
the U.S., this drought proves much
more critical than any other in the
past.
“Where are we going to get the
resources, including water, to support another 120 million citizens
in the U.S.?” Glennon said.
There have been solutions presented in response to America’s
water crisis, yet each solution has
its own setbacks. Possible solutions include cloud seeding, in
which silver iodide is released
into the air in order to increase
the amount of precipitation that
falls, however, there is hardly
enough scientific evidence for this

to work, Glennon said. Another
proposed solution is desalination,
or the removal of salt and other
minerals from salt water to make
fresh water. However, this method
proves to be very expensive and
leaves the problem of what to do
with the left over brine streams
which are unusable and undrinkable.
Glennon said the solution lies
in constant water conservation
and a new method he is proposing.
This new method involves finding an alternative to getting rid
of human waste rather than just
flushing it, as this wastes two trillion gallons of water per year.
“We’re looking for waterless
ways to deal with human waste.
The time is absolutely right to do
that,” he said.
However, the water treatment
plants for human waste aren’t
working as well as they should,
Glennon said, and can cause dangerous bacteria to infect the water.

- See CRISIS, page 4

Park(ing) for National Park Day

LAEP STUDENTS Jie Yan, Tyson Stoddard, and Whitney May participate in Park(ing) Day 2010 by landscaping single parking spaces around campus and
Logan. The event is designed to inspire appreciation for parks and open spaces in urban environments. CARL R. WILSON photo

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Sept. 11, 2010
• USU Police assisted an individual out of the
Aggie parking terrace. The individuals were
informed that they would not have to pay for
parking, for being involved in an event. This
case will be turned over to parking.
• USU Police responded to assist Logan City
Police by stopping an LTD bus near campus.
USU Police were advised that a juvenile who was
a runaway was possibly on the bus. Police identified the possible suspect but determined that
the individual was not the missing person.
• USU Police observed an individual attempting
to remove the screen from the outside of San
Juan Hall. Police contacted the individual who
stated that he was the renter and had locked
himself out of his apartment. Police verified the
individual lived in the apartment by contacting
the resident assistant.
Saturday, Sept. 12, 2010
• USU Police received a report that a USU Band
truck had a flat tire and they thought that it
may have been an act of vandalism. Police
responded and investigated. It was determined
that this flat was likely caused some time ago
and was not intentionally done. An on-site tire
repair company also responded and confirmed
this observation and repaired the tire.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

• USU Police responded to the USU Trailer
Court in seven minutes for a complainant of
a subject looking through discarded items in
the park. The subject left the area before police
arrived.
• USU Police received a report of a 4 month old
baby that was stung by a bee at the USU vs. ISU
football game. Police contacted Sodexo Food
Service and obtained a bag of ice for the mother
of the baby to put on the baby’s hand to take
down the swelling. The baby did not seem to be
having a allergic reaction from the bee sting and
was released.
• USU Police received a phone call regarding
carrying firearms on campus with a concealed
weapons permit. The policy for firearms on
campus was explained to the caller.
Sunday, Sept. 13, 2010
• Jacobson Construction Company contacted
USU Police and informed officers that on
Saturday night, two individuals entered their
office at the construction site. A Jacobson
Construction employee was in the office at the
time and frightened the suspected thieves.
Tuesday, Sept. 14, 2010
• USU Police responded to the Stan Laub Center
in three minutes for a report of a bat in the
womens restroom. The bat was taken out of the
building.

• USU Police responded to Bullen Hall in three
minutes for a damaged property report. The
grounds employee was mowing lawns and hit
an object that flew into a window breaking the
window.
• Police responded to an animal problem east
of the Natural Resource building. Complainant
informed the police that a bat, who could not
fly, was laying on the ground. Police captured
the bat and transported it to an area in the
Logan Canyon. There was no further action
taken.
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2010
• USU police responded to the student center
on a report of an individual that appeared to be
interviewing people and be running a scam. I
contacted the individual and learned that the
individual was meeting with students that had
been working on a project.
• Police responded to a suspicious person in the
Family Life building. Complainant informed the
Police Department that a male individual, possibly of Middle Eastern decent, was in the building over the weekend without authorization.
Police are investigating at this time.
-Compiled by Catherine Meidell
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Group to hold
auditions for tour
Out of the Blue, a new touring
recruitment group is looking for
eight to 12 singers/actors/dancers to
perform with their company. It is a
paid job and auditions will be held
Monday, Sept. 20, from 3:30-6:30
p.m. in USU’s Performance Hall.
To sign up for an audition time,
email Kris Bushman at kris.bushman@usu.edu and prepare 16-32
bars of modern pop, classic pop or
Broadway pop music to perform.
Judges will be looking for auditions
with the feeling of performances
shown on the television series Glee.
An accompanist will be provided.
Judges advise those who audition
bring their “A” game and plan on
having a successful production. For
more information contact Lee Daily,
outreach/event coordinator for the
Caine College of the Arts, at 435797-3040 or via email at aggiesoutoftheblue@gmail.com.

Students’ artwork on
display in art center

Art professor Christopher Terry
and USU study abroad art students
present work completed in Germany
during the months of May and June
for an exhibit that can be seen in
Gallery 102 of the Chase Fine Arts
Center Sept. 21-30. The exhibit is
sponsored and presented by the art
department in the Caine College of
the Arts.
The exhibit is free and open to
the public. A closing reception, also
open to the public, is Wednesday,
Sept. 29, 5-8 p.m., in Gallery 102.
Student artists will attend the reception.
After spending five weeks in
Germany, 17 USU art students are
excited to display their work.
“Working in a familiar studio
without distractions may produce
polished art, but the experience of
living and working in a foreign country adds depth to a student’s work,”
Terry said.
Terry has led the Germany study
abroad program for several years.
“As the Caine College of the Arts
at USU positions itself in a world that
is increasingly global in its outlook,
international programs will only
grow in importance in our curriculum,” he said. “The student experience this exhibition documents is
vital to that curriculum and I look
forward to a day when an international experience is integral to every
student’s education here at Utah
State University.”

Research celebrated
at Utah State Capitol
Research on Capitol Hill is an
annual celebration of undergraduate
research held in the Rotunda of the
State Capitol.
Organized by USU, it features
the two public research universities’
students and their research projects.
Students of all disciplines from
around the state share the results of
their investigations with legislators.
This year, Research on Capitol Hill
celebrates its 10th anniversary in 2011
and is January 26, 2011; the deadline
for submitting abstracts to this event
is November 1, 2010.
Participation is restricted to Utah
residents; for determining residency,
the student’s parents’ home address
is used. The national “Posters on the
Hill” is sponsored by the Council on
Undergraduate Research and held
in Washington, DC annually in the
spring. For more information and to
apply for the national competition,
visit www.cur.org.
They are to be turned in to Old
Main Room 159. Winners will be
show ased during Research Week,
generally the first week of April. The
specific date for each year is listed on
the undergraduate research calendar
and will be held in the TSC. Posters
are set up in the International Lounge,
organized by discipline. Papers will
be presented in the three Colony
Rooms.
For further information, contact
Joyce Kinkead at (435) 797-1706.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Crisis: Professor reveals solutions to save water
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FREE confidential services
available to all.

Glennon said another step that should be taken is to increase
the cost of water.
“Most Americans pay less for water than we do for cell
phone service and cable television,” Glennon said.
Glennon’s proposal is that the amount of water needed
for survival and to protect people for basic needs should
remain free, as it now is in some states. However, for water
that is wasted, the cost should be increased. By doing this, the
human right to water is protected, but society is encouraged
not to use more than absolutely necessary.
“We’ve never even looked at this as a serious issue,” he said,
“but it is a serious issue and its a tough sell. Now what we
need is the moral courage and the political will to act.”
Glennon was invited as part of the College of Agriculture
month. Janet Anderson, associate dean of agriculture, said,
“We felt that Dr. Glennon had some very provocative ideas
that fit in with our theme this year, Think Outside the Tractor,
and would help people think about issues that effect all of us.”
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Glennon said he felt that it was important to relay this
information to the students of USU because they “ are the
future leaders of the country and ... have the capacity to help
us to prevent this crisis from becoming a catastrophe.”
Ag Senator Jen Major said, “It’s a topic that is very applicable to everyone and a great way to show from our college’s
perspective that we are connected not only to the university,
but to the community.”
Glennon emphasized ways students can contribute to combating the water crisis, such as the importance of not using a
kitchen sink disposal, which can use 150 gallons of water each
month. He also urged students to turn off their lights, as a
single 60-watt bulb burned for 12 hours a day uses 6,300 gallons of water a year.
“These two examples are so poignant and are things that
college students do, things that are easily fixed,” he said.

– allie.jeppson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dairy: Grad students take first place
-continued from page 1
originally conceived by Brian
Nummer, extension food
safety specialist, Shrestha said.
Nummer is also his adviser.
“He had a great idea, two
years back, and at the time they
couldn’t produce a real product of high enough quality,”
Shrestha said, “so we picked it up
and worked on it.”
Wadhwani and Shrestha
decided to use yogurt as a substitute for the large volume of
high-calorie oil that is found in
regular mayonnaise, Wadhwani
said. Mayonnaise is approximately 80% oil, she said, and in
comparison, Yogonnaise is only
one-third the calorie content.
When they initially tried
mixing yogurt with the other
ingredients, “It didn’t come out
very well,” Wadhwani said.
“We used some emulsifiers;
it took us like three months
to come to a good product,”
Shrestha said. “The new product
is quite healthier than regular
mayo.”
The two students, under
Ward’s guidance, worked on the

Yogonnaise project as if they
Many people around the
were actually professionals in
world are becoming obese and
their field, Wadhwani said. She
products like this one could
said Don McMahon, her adviser help address that problem,
and professor of food science, co- Wadhwani said. She said they
advised them on the project.
are open to any companies that
McMahon is also the direcwould consider using their prodtor of Western Dairy Center at
uct.
Utah State. The center provided
They had to disclose the recifeedback, sponsored product
pe to the contest judges to prove
development, and helped fund
the product contained at least
the project, Ward said.
51% dairy, Ward said. The exact
Wadhwani and Shrestha
formulation has not been made
took their developed product
public and they are considering
to the local gardeners’ market
getting a patent, Shrestha said.
for a sampling of what tasters
Wadhwani said, “Apart
thought about
from America, I
their product,
like to see it
“We got a lot of would
Wadhwani said.
globally. Why not
good feedback, Europe? Why not
She said they
had 100 people one person said, Asia?”
try Yogonnaise ‘I can’t believe
Past Utah
and write down it’s lower in cal- State students have
what they
entered the IMPA
thought about oreis but tastes
competition, and
exactly like
it.
two years in a row,
“We got
regular mayon- they took third,
a lot of good
Ward said. He said
naise.’”
feedback, one
some of the past
Ranjeeta Wadwhani, entries include a
person said, ‘I
can’t believe it’s
doctoral candidate cheese-integrated
lower in calories
fruit roll and a
but tastes exactnon-dairy coconut
ly like regular mayonnaise,’”
milk ice cream.
Wadhwani said. Yogonnaise has
Ward said BYU students,
a very similar texture and taste
who took second, submitted
to mayonnaise, she said.
a low-fat ice cream that was
Using yogurt eliminates eggs designed to promote bone
from the recipe, which makes it
health. Cornell students, the
possible for vegetarians to use
third-place winners, developed
the product, Wadwhani said.
a meringue cookie with whey
Wadhwani, who is from India,
protein, he said.
said being vegetarian is part
This was the first time USU
of her cultural beliefs, and the
took first place, and the first
judges of the contest asked if
time Wadhwani and Shrestha
she thought people from India
have competed, Ward said.
would enjoy Yogonnaise. She
“It was nice to carry that big
said she thinks they would.
check,” Shrestha said.
The judges from IMPA are
“Subash called me and let me
professionals in the industry,
know, ‘Hey we won,’ and I was
Ward said. They are product
there jumping in my apartment
developers, dairy workers, and
and nobody was there to see
employees for processing compa- me,” Wadhwani said.
nies, he said.
The cardboard version of the
“One of them has a contact at check and the students’ presena company that makes high-end
tation board are on display in
salad dressing,” Ward said. He
the Nutrition and Food Science
said the judges suggested that
Building, which is next to Aggie
Yogonnaise could fit into a few
Ice Cream.
different product lines, including high-end salad dressings for
– dan.whitney.smith@aggiemail.
health-conscious consumers.
usu.edu

FBI: Latter-day Saint agents aired
-continued from page 1
called about working for the bureau.
Porter took a support position initially, but the longer he
worked in the support position, the more he became convinced a
job in the bureau was for him, he said.
The movie is part of the LDS Lives series shown on BYU television, Sibley said. LDS Lives tells the stories of people living the
Latter-day Saint faith.
These may be people that others haven’t heard of, Sibley said.
People in the series are fascinating in some way, or they may be
common, ordinary people that lived through extraordinary circumstances.
The stories told in the movie “inspire me to be a better person,” Sibley said. “It’s a teaching moment. We get to see the lives
of these people and try to emulate them in some way.”
Sibley said all the new shows on BYU television start in the
new year. He has asked BYU television to air this one first.
BYU television is available on numerous cable systems, Sibley
said. BYU-TV is channel 10 on Aggie TV.
BYU-TV is also available on satellite systems, Dish TV and
Direct TV systems, Sibley said.
Two audience members specifically expressed their enjoyment
of the movie to Sibley and the crowd after the showing, and Sibley
got a healthy round of applause from all audience members.
McTighe said, “People don’t always get the proper view of law
enforcement. We are here to honor agents of the FBI tonight.”
The movie was funded by the Brigham Young University
Division of Continuing Education.
– keith.burbank@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Utah women falling behind
By STOREE POWELL
senior features writer

Nationally, more women than men
– 57 percent to men’s 43 – enroll in college. In Utah, 49 percent of students are
women. The number of Utah women
who graduate from college (49 percent)
is lower than the national average of
59 percent. Women who do attend and
graduate college in Utah tend to receive
degrees in lower-paying occupations
like education and social work. This is
according to an ongoing two-year study,
the Utah Women and Education Project
(UWEP).
The project, commissioned by the
Utah System of Higher Education, is
directed by Utah Valley University professor Susan Madsen. The study began
in May 2009 and will be finished in
May 2011, and has disseminated some
of its findings so far, including briefs
detailing statistics.
Why is it a concern that Utah women
are falling behind?
“I believe that college is a critical time in life for women to develop
leadership because they learn the skills
and gain the confidence to do so there.
College education helps women be more
influential,” Madsen said.
According to a UWEP Research and
Policy brief issued in January, women
who are college-educated:
– Live longer and have a healthier
well-being due to factors like making
better choices and receiving health
insurance from better jobs.
– Participate more in civic and community involvement, including voting.
The College Board reported in 2006 that
college graduates volunteer at a rate of
43 percent compared with 19 percent of
high school graduates.
– Develop a better sense of independence and feeling of control in their
lives, which influences their leadership
skills.
– Have increased awareness, dialogue, and involvement in racial understanding, openness to diversity and
gender-role attitudes, world affairs and
social issues and certain aspects of the

political process.
– Find occupations and lifestyles that
offer greater intellectual stimulation
than those with only high school diplomas.
– Have an increased income of over
60 percent for a four-year degree.
The complete research, which
Madsen said she hopes will indicate
why women in Utah are falling
behind, will be available in
November.
“The hypothesis was
that women in Utah
don’t understand the
broader value of a higher
education, that it
is not just linked
with getting a job,”
Madsen said. “But
many women in Utah
do not plan to work
after high school,
so they choose not to
go to college. We found
this is the case.”
The research and
policy brief
stated, “When
Utahns
were asked
why they
believed college
was important, 80
percent related its
importance solely
to economic outcomes while only
17 percent stated
its importance
in terms of other
kinds of development
like benefiting society, making one wellrounded, and helping people to understand the world.”
Senior American studies major Brian
Cook said in Utah things are a little different.
“We can speculate with the Utah culture some people tend to get married
at a younger age,” he said. “I have three
sisters who all got married before they
were 20 years old, although 2 did graduate from college.”
Another reason may be that,

USU striving
to Be Well
By KRYSTLE GRANT
staff writer

according to Madsen, Utahns believe
men should be more educated than
women. While 49 percent of Utahns
sampled believed the minimum level
of education a male should receive is a
four-year degree or higher, only 39 percent believe that females need this same
level of education.
“The gender roles seem a lot more

- See WOMEN, page 7

After ordering at The Hub, students may have noticed a Be
Well sticker placed on their sandwich. This is part of a campaign for the Be Well program at Utah State University.
Healthy food items are considered those with fewer than
600 calories, 30 percent fat and at least 6 grams of fiber, and
are rewarded with a sticker. If the sticker isn’t reward enough,
Be Well items also receive a 10 percent discount and a “comeback card” with which they will receive one free meal for every
ten purchased.
Caroline Shugart, wellness coordinator, is orchestrating the
Be Well program and said she is as passionate about this program as she is about her own well-being. Shugart was hired by
USU three years ago in an effort to combat health care costs.
Shugart said health care costs are on a rise and many can be
attributed to smoking, inactivity and poor nutrition. She said
60-70 percent of health care costs are lifestyle related.
The Be Well program is responsible for finding and identifying healthy options on campus while promoting the importance of wellness. Shugart said the Be Well program does this
with a slew of partnerships and programs such as nutrition
counseling, fitness assessments, fitness classes, walking clubs
and collaborations with the The Hub and The Junction.
“My goal is to help with the creation of a wellness culture
for all at USU – employees, students, the university community
– through partnerships, programs, and policies,” Shugart said.
The Be Well program is open to all but originally started
for USU employees and their families. Be Well services are free
of charge for employees, but some services may have a small
fee for students.
“Blue Goes Green, and the Junction Goes Lean” is the
slogan at The Junction. Lindsey Wiltshire, customer service
manager at The Junction, works closely with Shugart to create
healthy meal options for USU. Students are regular customers
at The Junction and frequently order the Be Well omelet and
Be Well pasta dish.
“I personally love the Be Well campaign,” Wiltshire said.
“I love the way dining services has worked with the Be Well
coordinator on campus, to give the students and staff healthy
alternatives to the menu.”
Shugart said new Be Well options will be added throughout
the semester and The Junction welcomes and encourages new
ideas for entrees.
America boosts alarming rates of obesity, but some may not

- See HEALTH, page 7

Wild Bill overcoming fatal health challenges
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

He was coughing up blood for months, mouthfuls of it. His skin and eyes turned a grayish-yellow. He had no energy, and what energy he did
have, he saved for the sports cameras as he belted
Aggie cheers from the front row during every USU
home basketball game. What many do not know
about “Wild” Bill Sproat is that during his basketball-season fame, he was dying, and in July, he
died for seven minutes.
Sproat said he realized he would eventually die
from his illness, which was defined by doctors
as “idiopathic cardiomyopathy,” a heart muscle
disease. He did not seek any type of medical
attention until his mother watched him cough up
blood in a grocery store and forced him into the
emergency room.
“I hate hypochondriacs,” Sproat said. “I hate
hospitals. If I go, I’m admitting I’m sick, and I
don’t want to admit that I’m sick. I had faith in my
body. I’m a pretty strong guy. I can fight off just
about anything.”
After arriving at the emergency room in Logan
Regional Hospital with his mother, Amy Jensen,
nurses ran a slew of tests, and while awaiting
the results, a doctor emerged in the doorway
with a wheelchair. By this time, everyone knew
it was serious. From Logan he was flown to
Intermountain Medical Center in Murray, Utah.
Within 24 hours, Sproat was unconscious, and
stayed that way for a week, Jensen said.
“There were so many IVs in me, my mom told
me it looked like there were Christmas lights in
my neck,” Sproat said. “The doctors told us if I
had waited 12 more hours to go to the hospital, I
would be gone right now.”
Doctors immediately performed procedures to
drain the fluids from Sproat’s body. The process
involved was unusual because Sproat could not
lay down due to broken ribs caused by coughing violently, Sproat said. The doctors’ procedures proved successful when Sproat regained
consciousness and awoke to family, friends and

dozens of “get well soon” cards, Jensen said. He
stayed in recovery for three additional weeks.
“They wouldn’t let visitors in to see me,
because I’d see someone and get super stoked,”
Sproat said. “My lungs would fill up with blood
and I’d start dying again.”
Sproat said he first noticed he wasn’t feeling
well in October 2009, but kept his pain a secret.
While the virus in his body was causing his heart
to inflame, Sproat was a human sponge, retaining
water every time he consumed liquid, which led to
drastic weight gain, he said.
By December, Sproat could no longer sleep
lying down because his lungs were drowning in
the liquid his body retained. Jake Frisby, a close
friend of Sproat, said it was obvious Sproat was
gaining an unhealthy amount of weight. However,
USU fans and ESPN commentators became
more and more thrilled every time Sproat’s 330pound body made its appearance on television.
Throughout basketball season, Sproat vomited
every time he ate. His body was so full of water,
he said he could push on his skin and it would
indent, like silly putty.
“Basketball season was really difficult for
me, and I started to do the Wild Bill stuff and I
thought it was pretty funny, so I didn’t want to
stop,” he said. “I would just save all my energy for
the games.”
“When he first went into the hospital, I got a
hold of his roommate, Naki, and the doctor basically said he was done,” Frisby said. “They weren’t
going to be able to save him. For three days I
didn’t even want to talk to people, until I figured
out he had come to. You can’t lose friends like
Bill.”
Though Sproat was smiling and joking soon
after he regained consciousness, the most lifethreatening event of his illness was yet to come.
The combination of dehydration and a high dose
of medication made Sproat’s heart stop completely, and right before the doctors were about to
use a defibulator to revive him, his heart started

- See SPROAT, page 8

“WILD” BILL SPROAT was diagnosed with idiopathic cardiomyopthy, a heart muscle
disease. Sproat first noticed he wasn’t feeling well in October 2009, but kept his pain a
secret. STATESMAN photo
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A musical celebration with a Latino twist

(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)

THE LATINO STUDENT UNION hosted Salsabration Friday night in the TSC Ballroom. The event displayed
native Latino music through instrumentalists, musicians and USU dancers. KASEY VAN DYKE photo

Health: Keeping students’ bodies fit

NOW OPEN!

-continued from page 6
know that Utah, once known
for having low obesity rates,
no longer falls into the low
obesity category. Shugart said
there is a definite need for a
Be Well Program on campus.
She said she has spoken to
various classes at USU about
obesity being a growing
epidemic and the need for a
healthy lifestyle.
“Obesity has sky-rocketed
among 15-20-year-olds,”
Shugart said.
Obesity is a multifaceted
issue in which marketing
plays a heavy hand, Shugart
said. She gave many examples such as: McDonald’s
is a major sponsor of the
Olympics and Coca-Cola is
also the official beverage of
the Olympics. Shugart said
not only are fast food and
beverage companies sponsoring worldwide sporting
events, but they can also
be found on college campuses throughout the nation.
Having these companies that
aren’t promoting nutrition
can send the wrong message
to consumers.
Shugart said if students
drank one 12-oz. can of soda
a day for a year, they would
gain 26 pounds of body fat.
That is much more than the
“freshman 15”. Shugart gave
examples of positive steps, as
well. She said New York City
has been doing “amazing”
things concerning nutrition.
They require many food and
beverage establishments to
list how many calories are in
their menu items. Shugart
said this is a great idea and
keeps people mindful of the
amount of calories they are
consuming.

Alex Baldwin, senior
majoring in creative writing,
works as a personal trainer
with the Be Well Program.
He said exercise and proper
nutrition are vital to being
healthy. He offers personal
training free of charge to
employees of USU.
Baldwin said he grew
up in a family of athletes
and started out training his
roommates in boxing during
college. Baldwin says being
in Logan is like living in one
enormous fitness facility and
“people have to really find
more of an excuse not to exercise.” There are a lot of places
students can exercise for
free. Baldwin recommends

biking, taking a walk in the
park, hiking in the canyons
and snow-shoeing at Green
Canyon.
“You should exercise 30-60
minutes every day,” he said.
Baldwin said part of
student’s exercise should
include weight training.
However, students should not
weight train for more than 45
minutes in one sitting. Along
with exercise, eating right is
key.
Baldwin said the best
diets are colorful meals that
include a variety of fruits and
vegetables.
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2850 North 200 East North Logan
(turn East at Nate and Andy’s)
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www.greencanyonfarms.com

each admission up to
2 people with coupon
not to be combined with other offers. Good thru 10/30/2010

– k.grant@aggiemail.usu.edu

Tips to avoid the Freshman 15
1 – “Get off the bottle,” USU Wellness Coordinator, Caroline
Shugart said. Leave the soda alone, and instead, opt for a nice
refreshing glass of water. Shugart said Cache Valley has excellent drinking water and students should take advantage of
that.
2 – Be conscious of the food you are eating and eat food that
your great-grandmother would recognize as food: peaches,
pears, apricots, broccoli, yams and potatoes. Be Well options
are great choices for a healthy food item. “Fruits and vegetables every meal, every snack, every recipe,” is a mantra Shugart
lives by.
3 – Don’t choose food items that are highly processed. You
want your foods as close to their natural form as possible.
Eating well now will save you money in the long term. Poor
nutrition can lead to costly health care visits.
4 – Exercise. Shugart recommends taking 10,000 steps a day,
which is equivalent to a five-mile walk. Wearing a pedometer
is a great way to track your steps.
“Exercising decreases your risk of diabetes, cancer, obesity
and helps with stress management,” Shugart said.
information gathered by KRYSTLE GRANT

Women: Utah rates below average
-continued from page 6
set in stone here. Women in other parts of
the country are freer in a lot of aspects than
in Utah. There are very specific roles of what
is and is not expected for men and women.
A lot of men are expected to provide financially,” said Sean Kowallis, a Utah native and
senior majoring in professional and technical
English.
Also, the brief said that only 35 percent of
women believe females should get a bachelor’s
degree or higher, while 44 percent believe men
should attain a higher level of education.
Another brief issued in May stated that
because many young men leave for full-time
missions for the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, the percentage of females
enrolled is actually above the national average
among 18–21-year-olds. However, the percentage of females enrolled decreases dramatically
in the 22–24 age category. Female graduation
rates in Utah are below the national average,
suggesting that women leave school without
earning a diploma during these years.
Janessa Crasts, freshman elementary education major, said, “In Utah there is more of
an emphasis on getting married, especially
younger. I am wondering if that has something
to do with girls dropping out of college and
starting a family and getting into their marriage and settling down.”
Crasts said that she is attending college
because it had always been a drive for her.
“My mom never graduated from college,”
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Crasts said, “and she has always pushed me to
finish and have a degree because it is something you have to do now to be competitor in
the work force.”
Ashlee Henderson is a liberal arts major
with a business emphasis. Henderson, a
freshman, said: “Girls do tend to get married
younger around here so maybe they think, ‘I’m
married off so I am good to go.’ and they just
drop out. But I am here because I don’t know
what is going to happen in my future and I
don’t know if I am going to need a job, so I
want something I can rely on.”
A state-wide conference will present findings from the UWEP research studies Nov. 12
at Utah Valley University, and will provide an
opportunity for dialogue on possible actions.
Madsen will also come to USU to present
the findings. She said the date has not been
set yet, but is expecting a time in January or
February. Madsen will talk to a women and
gender studies class as well as to USU staff,
faculty and administration.
“People are very passionate about this
topic, I’ve found,” Madsen said, “but it has
been a mixed bag of reactions. For some individuals, it is a controversial topic. This summit will help to get the conversation started.”
For additional information on the state
summit, call 801-863-8894 or visit www.uvu.
edu/wep.
– storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Warm weather and Dodge Vipers are favorites for student
By VICTORIA HEPWORTH
staff writer

US: Do you or have you had a job and where?
DG: Had a job at Wangsgards.

Utah Statesman: Is there any significance behind your name?
Derek Griffin: My mom wanted an uncommon name and
Derek was uncommon at that time.

US: If you could change one thing about your past what would
it be?
DG: I would have never been a fat kid.

US: What do you do when you trip and people
see you?
DG: Laugh on the outside, cry on the inside.
US: Do you consider yourself intriguing?
DG: I consider myself a man of mystery.

Caught
on
Campus

US: What is your favorite place to eat in Logan?
DG: El Sol, the salsa is freaking good.
US: Do you have a significant other? Would you
want one?
DG: No, I don’t. Do I want one? Eventually, if
she came around I could handle it.

US: How many times do you check Facebook
or e-mail a day?
DG: Like forty. Every time I get on a computer.

Derek Griffin
International
business
freshman

US: Do you have scholarships and what are they?
DG: The Huntsman Scholar Program, Dean Scholarship and
Third Party Small Stipends.
US: What grocery store do you shop at?
DG: Lees, it’s a family atmosphere and it’s affordable.
US: Do you prefer warm or cold weather?
DG: Warm weather because the cold weather sucks. Being cold
is not fun and uncomfortable. When you are warm you have a
better attitude.
US: What is your favorite sport ever?
DG: Lacrosse. It is a mix of all the good aspects of other sports.
The hitting people from football, fast-paced and constant play
of soccer and the coordination from baseball, tennis and basketball.
US: Have you ridden the Aggie Bull?
DG: Yes, in the middle of the day with my friends.
US: What music do you love listening to?
DG: Everything from country to gangster rap. It depends on
the mood. I’m not biased at all.
US: How many credits are you taking this semester?
DG: 17, and clearly that’s too many.

US: What song is the soundtrack of your life?
DG: Mickey Avalon’s “Mr. Right.”
US: What is your dream car?
DG: Dodge Viper, they’re mean.

US: Are you a morning person or a night person?
DG: Night person. I sleep in and stay up late. Nothing fun happens before midnight anyways.
US: Where do you shop for clothes?
DG: Buckle and Hollister for high quality, good-looking clothes
that last and the internet for good deals.
US: Describe your perfect future spouse.
DG: Beautiful, caring, sarcastic, witty, loving and motivated.
US: Which is better: ramen vs. macaroni and cheese
DG: Ramen. The multitude of flavors makes it better than just
the one flavor of Macaroni and cheese. Macaroni and cheese in
a box is orange poison.
US: What is the coolest place you’ve been?
DG: California, I went to Disneyland a couple times. It was
fun.
US: Do you like cooking?
DG: It depends on the definition of cooking, I can put stuff in
the microwave pretty good.
US: If you were on a date and the girl you were with let out a
burp, what would you do?
DG: Laugh it off, we all have our flaws.
US: How big is your family?

FRESHMAN DEREK GRIFFIN describes himself as competitive and a night owl. Griffin said the craziest thing he has done is
car surfing. VICTORIA HEPWORTH photo

DG: Medium, four kids.
US: What is the craziest thing you’ve done at night?
DG: Car Surfing.
US: Would you describe yourself as competitive?
DG: Absolutely. I’m winning at these questions right now.
US: What’s your favorite candy?
DG: Big hunk ... you are what you eat.
US: Do you read the Statesman regularly?
DG: Heck yeah the Statesman’s the bomb.

– victoria.hepworth@aggiemail.usu.edu

Sunrise Midwifery Services
A Warmer Life’s Dawning

Nurturing & Natural
Care for
Mother and Child
with a

Midwife
Launa Campbell
(208) 521-9286
“WILD” BILL SPROAT distracts a player during a basketball
game last year. Sproat has been fighting a heart muscle disease
since 2009. TODD JONES photo

Sproat: Overcoming health
-continued from page 6

•
•
•
•

Home Births
Water Laboring
Doula Services
Birth Center

•
•
•
•

Hypnobirthing
Water Birth
Childbirth Classes
Lending Library

Initial consultations free.
Saturday and evening appointments available.

...Providing pathways to a gentle birth experience...

pumping again.
Sproat said the nurses told him his first words after waking up were, “There better not be any BYU fans in here or I’m
going to die.”
One of the nurses was a BYU alumnus, he said.
Sproat is now awaiting the doctor’s verdict on whether
or not he will need a device to assist his heart, Jensen said.
Sproat is following doctors’ orders by eating a low-sodium
diet consisting mostly of vegetables, chicken and fish. Frisby
said when he is with Sproat he is always conscious of what
Sproat is eating. He said he is also aware of the amount of
energy Sproat is exuding, and when he gets winded, Frisby
reminds him to sit down and rest.
When doctor’s drained the fluids from Sproat’s body, he
lost 65 pounds, and continues to lose weight through his
strict diet, Sproat said.
Through all the tears and panic of Sproat’s condition,
Jensen said she always had hope, and continues to as he
endures the trials of lingering health issues.
“We felt everyone’s support and it helped us to be stronger,” Jensen said. “I think we were mostly blessed with peace,
and Bill is a very positive person.”
There isn’t a whole lot to do when a patient is confined to
a hospital room for a month, but Sproat found a way to make
his time in bed productive, he said, crafting costumes that
will create an uproar in the Spectrum this basketball season.

– Catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Aggies can’t leash Bulldogs in home loss
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

Utah State’s players and coaches talked all week about how much
it would mean to get a win over conference foe Fresno State. They
talked of the past two games against the Bulldogs, and how close the
Aggies were to beating the perennial Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) heavyweight. They talked about the importance of winning games against quality teams, and correcting the self-inflicted
mistakes which have led to so many close losses over the past two
seasons.
But when the final second ticked off the clock in Saturday’s 41-24
loss to Fresno State, the Aggies and their head coach instead found
themselves experiencing a bad case of déjà vu.
“I don’t have a lot to say overall,” said USU heach coach Gary
Andersen after the game. “We got beat by the better team today.”
The better team would have been hard to pick out during the first
half of Saturday’s action. USU (1-2, 0-1 WAC) went toe-to-toe with
Fresno State (2-0, 1-0) for the first thirty minutes of the game, stopping the Bulldogs on their first series when Bulldog head coach Pat
Hill gambled on a fourth and one. Shortly thereafter, USU quarterback Diondre Borel eluded a sack and found receiver Dontel Watkins
in the corner of the endzone to give the Aggies an early 7-0 lead.
USU used a hurry-up offense to strike early at the Bulldogs. Peter
Caldwell continued the first half scoring for USU by booting a 50
yard field goal, while Michael Smith took a handoff from Diondre
Borel three yards into the endzone to put the Aggies up 17-10 with
just over six minutes left to play in the first half.
“They did a really good job of (playing) up-tempo,” Hill said. “I
just don’t think we were quite ready for that.”
Despite jumping out early and finding success against the Fresno
State defense, the Aggies and Bulldogs went into the half tied at 17.
Fresno State received a significant boost before the right half when
Rashad Evans returned a punt 50 yards to set up a short field, which
Bulldog quarterback Ryan Colburn took advantage of when he ran in
for an eight yard touchdown.
The two teams traded salvos early in the third quarter after USU
started out strong. The Aggies received a great defensive play when
end Quinn Garner picked off Ryan Colburn thanks to a deflection
by cornerback Chris Randle, but USU was unable to capitalize when
Caldwell missed a 37 yard field goal attempt. The Aggie defense held
strong, however, and after another stop of Fresno’s offense, Borel
FRESNO STATE RUNNINGBACK TRACEY SLOCUM fights through the Utah State defense during the Bulldogs’ final touchdown
drive to take a 41-24 lead Saturday. 230 of Fresno State’s 379 total yards came on the ground, allowing the Bulldogs to nearly double-up the
Aggies in second half time of possession. TODD JONES photo

- See BULLDOGGED, page 11

Volleyball still hot despite first loss of 2010 season
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Talk about a bittersweet weekend.
The Utah State volleyball team
(12-1) went 2-1 in the Utah State
Invitational this weekend, defeating
Loyola Marymount and UC-Riverside
at the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum in
Logan while falling to Utah Valley
University.
Friday’s loss to the Wolverines
was the Aggies’ first of the season,
snapping an 11-0 start that matched
the third-best start in school history. Both junior outside hitter
Liz McArthur and senior libero
Christine Morrill represented the
Aggies on the all-tournament team.
Loyola Marymount outside hitter
Felicia Arriola was named the tournament’s MVP.
The Aggies began the weekend on
Friday morning with a five-set victory (25-16, 18-25, 25-19, 22-25, 1614) over Loyola Marymount, led by
22 kills from McArthur. Sophomore
outside hitter Josselyn White posted
her first career double-double with
12 kills and a career-high 12 digs.
The surprise event of the showcase was the Aggies’ Friday night

defeat (25-16, 29-27, 25-27, 23-25,
18-20) at the hands of the Wolverines
(8-6), who extended their own winning streak to six before falling to
Loyola Marymount on Saturday. It
was also surprising considering the
Aggies began the match with a 2-0
set advantage.
“That’s the way in-state matches
are,” said USU head coach Grayson
DuBose. “They’re very emotional
and highly-charged. That is pretty
typical of just about every (in-state)
match we play.”
Wolverine senior outside hitter
Kayli Doxey had a match-high 26
kills during the five-set match, which
saw three of the sets go into extra
points. Eight of the kills came in a
critical fourth set that saw 28 ties and
11 lead changes – only to precede
a fifth set that saw six kills from
Doxey, 42 ties, and 17 lead changes.
“We were on our heels because
their record and invincibility scared
us a bit, but seeing we could hang
with them that second game really
motivated us,” said Doxey. “We saw
what BYU did to them (in an Aggie
win Sept. 14 in Provo), being able
to tie it up at 2-2, so we thought we
could do it.”

USU’s Liz McAthur was complimentary of the tournament’s MVP.
“She’s a big hitter and likes to swing
hard, and she’s good at hitting it off
the block. We tried to get our hands
over so we could block her, but she
kept swinging,” McArthur said.
Wolverine sophomore Erica Nish,
who led her team with seven blocks
and made several critical stops on the
Aggies’ powerful outside hitters, was
not reluctant to appreciate the upset.
“It felt really good – I’m not going
to lie, to break their winning streak,”
she said. “If we can remember this
win tonight and bring it to other
games when we get in a rut, we can
pull (those) out.”
The win was especially sweet for
local product Jaicee Kuresa, a UVU
junior who attended Mountain Crest
High School. Kuresa had several family and friends come to the Spectrum
in support of her.
“It was a big game for us,” said the
outside hitter, who had six blocks in
the thriller. “Utah State was 11-0. We
knew we needed to come ready, and
we were slow at first, but recovered.”

- See VOLLEYBALL, page 11

MIDDLE BLOCKER KATIE ASTLE protects the net during Friday’s match versus Utah Valley University. The Aggies lost of the season against the Wolverines, but
won two other matches to improve to 12-1 this season. BRANDON FONDA photo
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Football improvement still yet to show more wins
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

Another promising start, another disastrous finish. For the Utah State football
team (1-2, 0-1 WAC), Saturday night’s 41-24
loss at the hands of Fresno State (2-0, 1-0
WAC) couldn’t have been anymore indicative of the Gary Andersen era in Logan.
Guided by a an initial flurry of exciting
offensive plays and defensive stands, the
Aggies jumped out to an early lead against
the Bulldogs, only to fall flat in the second
half as the opposition capitalized on USU’s
self-inflicted mistakes and lack of killer
instinct.
There were special teams problems.
There were defensive breakdowns. There
was even dumb luck and “just-missed”
opportunities. But above all, what set the
Aggies back on Saturday was the same
thing which has set back Andersen-coached
teams since his arrival in Logan before the
start of last season: an inability to come up
with the clutch play when it matters most.
“For our football team, we will never be
able to turn the corner until we understand
that we have to make those plays in critical
situations,” said Andersen, whose record
as a Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) head
coach drops to 5-10 with the loss.
“Good teams find a way to make those
plays,” he continued. “Right now we consistently find a way to not make those plays,
and allow others to make those plays.”
Big plays in clutch situations made all
the difference for the Bulldogs in what
could end up being their final trip to Logan.
Fresno State, which will transition into the
Mountain West Conference for either the
2011 or 2012 season (pending an ongoing
legal dispute), received several momentumswinging plays in the game. The first came
in the second quarter when Rashad Evans

returned a punt 50 yards to the USU seven,
setting up a quick Bulldog touchdown
which tied the game right before the half.
The play swung momentum away from the
Aggies, and would foreshadow events to
come.
“They came out in the second half and
they took control on offense, defense, and
special teams in my mind,” Andersen said.
USU initially recaptured momentum in
the second half when Aggie quarterback
Diondre Borel capped a nine-play, 60-yard
drive with a 10-yard touchdown run. Up 2417, however, the lead quickly melted away
and never came back.
Borel was sacked for a 14-yard loss and
nearly fumbled with just over two minutes
left in the third quarter. A subsequent
blocked punt set Fresno State up with a
short field, which the Bulldogs capitalized
on with a touchdown run. Things continued to get worse for USU, and with the
game tied at 24, Fresno State showed that
killer instinct the Aggies lack by capitalizing on its new-found momentum. Fresno
never looked back, rattling off 17 consecutive points to win the game.
A tale of two halves is a familiar story
for Aggie fans, who saw last year’s USU
team lose in similar fashion multiple times
– including in a Fresno State game. Yet this
year’s team was supposed to be better, and
supposed to be able to get over the hump.
The Aggies talked all offseason about establishing a “winning mentality” and believing
in their ability to go toe-to-toe with conference rivals in close games, yet after the first
three weeks of the 2010 season, USU hasn’t
proven that it can overcome the struggles of
2009.
“We just wanted to win the game. We
wanted to show that we came to play every
game; but tonight we showed that we still
have some problems,” said USU linebacker
Bobby Wagner. “We have to learn how to

finish games.”
Is this year’s team better than last year’s?
It depends on who you talk to. Following
the game, Fresno State coach Pat Hill
was complimentary of Andersen and the
Aggies, saying that he thought USU was
“improved” from a year ago.
“I think this is as big a game that has
probably been played in Logan in a long
time,” Hill said. “I think their team is a lot
better and I think they are going to be hard
for anybody they play. They cause you a lot
of match-up problems.”
“I think they have a heck of a coach with
Gary (Andersen),” Hill continued. “I’ve
known Gary a long time, and they have a
good football team ... I think Utah State has
a bright future, and I was just glad we performed well.”
Match-up problems or not, and bright
future or otherwise, Gary Andersen wasn’t
taking any solace in Hill’s opinion of Utah
State. Known for being unsatisfied even
in Utah State victories, Andersen took
full responsibility for his team’s loss on
Saturday night, and blamed himself for
failing to get the Aggies over the mental
hump of learning how to finish games and
weather the storm of momentum.
“In the second half we didn’t play well
on offense or defense, and that is on me,” he
said. “That is my problem. It is not on the
kids.”
Where does USU go from here, and
how will coach Andersen get his team over
the hump? For USU fans who haven’t seen
their team in the postseason since 1997, the
question continues to fester. For Andersen,
there’s only one answer, and it’s one he’ll try
to get his team to believe in as they travel to
San Diego State (2-1) next Saturday.
“We have a long way to go as a football
team, but we will fight back.”
–adamnettina@gmail.com

HEAD COACH GARY ANDERSEN watches with concern
from the sidelines of Saturday’s loss to Fresno State. Andersen is now
5-10 as USU’s head coach, but has received numerous praises for the
improved quality of the team’s performances. TODD JONES photo

Southern watch: College sports from around Utah
By TAVIN STUCKI
staff writer

BYU

Football
Florida State (2-1) handed
the Cougars (1-2) their secondstraight loss of the season in
Tallahassee on Saturday, 34-10.
BYU gave their worst offensive
performance in seven years,
gaining a meager 191 total
yards. The loss hastened the
criticism of BYU’s controversial
two-quarterback system.
Former Aggie quarterback
Riley Nelson performed dismally, throwing one comple-

tion for just one yard, and had
one interception. Although he
was sacked six times for a loss
of sixty-one yards, freshman
Jake Heaps had a better game,
accounting for the team’s only
touchdown – the first in his
collegiate career.
The Seminoles held BYU
scoreless in all but the second
quarter, and pulled away
with three touchdowns in the
second half. BYU head coach
Bronco Mendenhall said he
was disappointed with the outcome.
“I think Florida State
executed at a higher level for
longer than our team did,” he

said. “They made all the critical
plays as the game wore on and
that ended up in the outcome
we had.”

but it was still disappointing,”
BYU head coach Shay Goulding
said.

Volleyball

Football

On Friday and Saturday,
BYU was humbled with two
straight sweeps at the hands of
the No. 6 Hawaii Warriors.
Senior setter Kiana Rogers
tallied her sixth double-double
of the season in the losing
effort. She had 24 assists and
10 digs in the second match.
Jennifer Hamson added 16 kills
combined from the weekend.
“We played better
(Saturday) than we did (Friday),

In Albuquerque this weekend, Utah (3-0) proved that
they deserve their No. 14 ranking with a crushing 56-14 victory over New Mexico (0-3).
Terrance Cain, Utah’s
backup quarterback, starting in place of the injured
Jordan Wynn, threw for a Ute
record completion percentage by hitting 20 of 23 passes.
He also accounted for three
touchdowns to three different

University of Utah

receivers to pick apart the Lobo
defense.
The Ute defense on the
other hand stifled their opponents and gave up only one
touchdown late in the third
quarter and a total of just 69
rushing yards.
In what has historically
been a game to go down to
the wire, the Utes were able to
dominate their opponents in
New Mexico, something that
Lobo head coach Mike Locksley
was willing to admit.
“That was a very good Utah
team,” said Locksley. “Very
deserving of their No. 14 ranking.”

After the win, the Utes
gained one spot in the AP Top
25 college football poll, moving them up to No. 13 in the
nation.
Volleyball
In the Sheraton Tournament
in Tempe, Ariz., the Utah
women’s volleyball team faced
Pacific, No. 21 Michigan,
and the host Arizona State.
Despite good performances
from outside hitter Morgan
Odale, opposite hitter Karolina
Bartkowiak and middle blocker
Erin Redd, the Utes lost in their
first two matches.
“Those three (Odale,
Bartkowiak and Redd) really
did a nice job on the attack,”
said Utes head coach Beth
Launiere. “We have really
grown as a team.”
Despite the 1-3 performance, Bartkowiak was named
to the all-tournament team.
The 6’2” senior from Poland
had 17 kills, 14 digs, and four
blocks in the effort.
Tennis
Utah sophomore Evgenia
Kryuchkova defeated No. 41
Michaela Kissell of Marshall
6-3, 7-5 in an upset on Friday at
the University of Virginia Fall
Invitational

Southern Utah University
Football

Going on the road to
California, the Football
Championship Subdivison
(FCS) Southern Utah
Thunderbirds (1-2) nearly
pulled off the upset against San
Jose State (0-3), eventually failing 16-11.
SUU took the lead with a
field goal late in the third quarter to go up 10-11, but their
defense was unable to hold
the Spartans through the final
whistle.
San Jose quarterback Jordan
LaSecla marched his team
down into Thunderbird territory at the end of the fourth
quarter to set up running back
Lamo Muldrow to score on a
six-yard run with just 1:10 left
in the game.
The Thunderbirds mounted
one final charge, but lost it
when freshman quarterback
Jason Mayer threw an interception to Bene Benwikere.
– tavin.stucki@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Football debrief: The good, the bad and the ugly
By MARK ISRAELSEN
staff writer

The Good:
Through the first 40 minutes of play, Utah
State outplayed a Fresno State team that has
been on the verge of cracking the Top 25 for
the past two weeks. The Aggies, who never
trailed through the first three quarters, held
a touchdown lead on the Bulldogs until 2:09
left in the third, which can be attributed to
an impressive running game. USU rushed 45
times for 205 yards with touchdowns coming
from quarterback Diondre Borel and running
back Michael Smith. The Aggies defense also
had some impressive individual performances.
Linebacker Bobby Wagner led the team with
a career-high 17 tackles and defensive end
Quinn Garner also played very well, registering his first career interception.

The Bad:
USU went into the fourth quarter tied, but
let the game slip away from them in the last
15 minutes. Their offense sputtered and their
defense could not keep pace with the Bulldogs’
attack. The Aggie “D” allowed110 yards in the
four quarter while the offense only gained 37
yards. The Aggies did not score after the 6:09
mark in the third quarter, whereas Fresno
State put up 24 unanswered points.
The Ugly:
In all the post-game conferences there were
two words on everybody’s lips – special teams.
The special teams were a huge factor and
coach Gary Andersen admitted, “we had big
issues on special teams.” The problems started
right before halftime when USU punted from
their own end zone and then allowed a 50yard return that set-up Fresno State on the
7-yard line for an easy score. The second half
started the same way when Jalen Saunders

took the opening kick-off 30 yards to the 45
yard line and the Bulldogs set up shop with
a short field ahead of them. The next two
quarters USU missed a field goal, got a punt
blocked, and gave Fresno short fields on subpar punts.
Tipping Point of the Game:
The tipping point of this pivotal game
came on – you guessed it – a special teams
play. Tied at the end of the third quarter, USU
had a punt blocked and recovered by Fresno
State. The Bulldogs would get only a field goal
out of that miscue, but following the block the
Aggies were out of sync offensively and defensively and could not respond as Fresno pulled
away to win.
Players of the Game:
Offensive: AJ Ellis, RB, Fresno State. Ellis
started the game in place of injured starter
Robbie Rouse and shredded the Aggie defense.

Bulldogged: Aggies open up 0-1 in WAC play
-continued from page 9
capped off a 60-yard drive by jitterbugging his way into the endzone
with 6:09 left in the third quarter. Up 24-17, the student section’s
pre-game chant, “I believe that we will win,” seemed to be coming to
fruition.
“I thought we came out strong,” said linebacker Bobby Wagner.
“Our defense played well and out offense was rolling.”
Borel agreed with Wagner’s assessment, saying “Everyone came
out strong in the first half. We played hard in the first half and were
in the game.”
The Aggies’ first half momentum fizzled as the third quarter
came to a close, however. After Borel gave USU a 24-17 lead, Fresno
State marched right down the field for a 16-yard A.J. Ellis touchdown
run. Ellis, starting for the injured Robbie Rouse at running back for
Fresno State, ran for 165-yards and two touchdowns on the evening,
highlighting a 230-yard day on the ground for a Bulldog offense. The
renewed emphasis on the running game was a major point of emphasis for Hill, who relied on a punishing ground game to break USU’s
momentum late in the game.
“We made some great adjustments at halftime,” he said. “As far as
the offense goes we knew we had to run the ball in the second half to
keep the ball away from them, and we did.”
According to Bobby Wagner, Fresno’s run game in the second half
not only wore down the Aggie defense, but it exposed it to the playaction pass.
“We struggled in the second half against the run, which set up the
pass for them,” he said. “This is certainly a game we should’ve won.
We let it slip away.”
With the game tied at 24 and momentum now in Fresno’s hands,
the Aggies imploded with miscues in the game’s final quarter.

Behind Ellis and Colburn, Fresno extended the lead to 34-24 by the
midway point of the quarter, while the Fresno defense stiffened up to
hold the Aggies off the scoreboard. USU held the ball for only three
minutes and 57 seconds during the fourth quarter, and went 0-4 on
third down conversions.
“We struggled in the second half,” Borel said. “We didn’t play
with the same intensity.”
While USU had chances to put together a comeback, the Aggies
were unable to follow through, and a final 12-play, 51-yard drive
ending in a two yard Ellis touchdown run put the proverbial nail in
USU’s coffin. The loss was the fourth straight in the series for the
Aggies.
If dropping an early season matchup to Fresno wasn’t hard
enough, USU also saw three key starters get injured during the game.
Both Randle and safety Rajric Coleman went down for the Aggies, as
did Caldwell. Their status for next week’s game and the remainder of
the season remains a question mark.
Despite the missed opportunity for an upset, USU’s players won’t
be content with licking their wounds as they go back to the drawing
board. With two out-of-conference showdowns with Mountain West
teams looming, USU isn’t giving up on this season or their goal of
returning to the postseason.
“We all felt like this was an opportunity to prove to the WAC, as
well as the nation, that we are a team that wins,” said defensive end
Levi Koskan. “It’s a very disappointing loss, but its one that we will
rebound from. We will take this loss and learn from it and improve
for next week.”
– adamnettina@gmail.com

Volleyball: Despite loss, looking good at 12-1
-continued from page 9
Significant to that recovery and the
critical fourth-set swing was the loss of
White to what DuBose later called a “mild
concussion.” The 6’3’’ Sky View product
tried to stay in the game despite a bloody
nose, but soon had to be removed and evaluated. According to DuBose, she should
be ready for game action again next week.
True freshman Tumua Etimani entered
the match in her stead and also started the
next day’s contest against UC-Riverside.
“I was really nervous, but I gave it my all
and tried hard,” said Etimani of her firsttime experience of playing at home.
DuBose was pleased with Etimani’s play,
but did acknowledge the need for a change
of tempo in Saturday’s quick turnaround
win (25-17, 20-25, 26-24, 26-24) against the
1-11 Highlanders. After a draw through
two sets against the struggling team from
the Sunshine State, DuBose inserted junior
Emily Kortsen into the lineup. Kortsen,

who usually plays opposite hitter, filled
White’s position nicely, providing six kills
and hitting .750 in the decisive fourth set.
“We showed some character. We could
have folded our tent, and packed it up and
left, but we didn’t,” DuBose said.
“I was glad I was able to step up and
help,” Kortsen said. “When our passes are
good, we can execute.”
Among those teammates that helped set
Kortsen for the daggers was senior Chelsea
Fowles.
“(Kortsen’s timely play) was a huge deal.
I feel comfortable playing with Emily and
setting for her,” Fowles said.
UCR coach Ron Larsen, however, credited USU’s established record as the main
reason for the Aggie win.
“(Utah State) has probably played more
quality matches than we have right now, so
they probably have more of a habit of winning,” said Larsen.

Kortsen and others’ late-game play
down the stretch was badly needed, considering the final two sets went into extra
points, and especially considering the
Aggies were on the verge of playing their
fourth straight five-set match within a five
day span.
“I didn’t want to go to five (sets),”
Kortsen said. “I got two good passes, and
was able to close it out that way. Now we
get some rest before we go to Hawaii.”
The Aggies will begin conference play
at nationally-ranked WAC foe Hawaii on
Thursday.
“We’re ready for it. Our goal is to win
the WAC, so that’s what we’re going to do,”
said USU middle blocker Shantell Durant.
“We’re probably in better shape than we’ve
been the past couple of years.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Ribbon cut on new Athlete Academic hall of honor

Ellis rushed 29 times for 165 yards and two
touchdowns in addition to catching a 10 yard
touchdown pass in the second quarter.
Defensive: Bobby Wagner, LB, Utah State.
Wagner did his best to try and single-handedly stop Fresno’s relentless attack as he recorded
a career-high 17 tackles. It was Wagner’s
second straight game leading the team and
recording double-digit tackle numbers.
What it means:
The Aggies were looking for a breakthrough win, as DE Levi Koskan said after the
game, “We wanted to prove to the nation and
the WAC that we are a legitimate team.” With
the loss, however, USU is now 10-15-1 all-time
vs. Fresno State, having lost four in a row, and
is 1-5 in WAC openers. The Aggies now look
to their next game at San Diego State as the
opportunity to take that “next step.”

– mark.israelsen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Cross country runs
well at Montana State
BY USU ATHLETICS

Junior Brian McKenna
led the Aggie men to a
second place finish at the
Bozeman Running Co. - MSU
Invitational Saturday, while
the women finished in third.
The men had four Aggies finish in the top 15 runners and
the women had three.
“The thing we really
wanted to see this week was
improvement,” head coach
Gregg Gensel said. “Our team
did well and stuck to our
race plan. I really saw that
improvement we were looking
for.”
It is the second-straight
race that McKenna was the
men’s top finisher, completing the five-mile course in
25:05.00 in second place
overall. Following McKenna
was junior Daniel Howell
clocking in at 25:25.00 in
seventh place. Two more
Aggies finished in the top 15
for the men, including junior
Hunter Nelson (26:02.00) in
12th place and freshman Kyle
McKenna (26:06.00) in 13th
place.
Junior Jessie Chugg was the
Aggies’ top finisher on the
women’s side for the second

race in a row as well, completing the three-mile course in
eight place at 17:42.00. USU
had two finishers in the top
15 as sophomore Ruth Hilton
clocked in at 17:48.00 in 11th
place. Also finishing well for
the Aggies was sophomore
Alex Litzsinger (18:06.00)
crossing the finish line in 21st
place.
“Jessie and her teammates
ran really well,” Gensel said.
“We measure success in other
ways than the overall win or
score, and I think the girls did
really well.”
The men’s team finished in
second-place with 47 points
behind host and first-place
team Montana State who
nabbed 30 pts. Weber State
rounded out the top three
with 70 points.
“Overall our teams really
took it to the next notch this
week,” Gensel said.
The women tied for third
place with Idaho State at 87
points. Montana took first
with 31 points, while Weber
State tabbed second with 46
points.
Aggies next action will
be at the Notre Dame
Invitational on Friday, Oct. 1
in South Bend, Ind.

Everybody reads The Statesman.

Spring Break Special

$10

with Christy
Haircuts
and Styles
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Susan Arrington Madsen
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Carl Arrington
present

“A Paper Mountain:
The Extraordinary Diary
of
Leonard James Arrington”
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MORMON HISTORY
LECTURE

FORMER ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN DR. RANDY STOCKHAM cuts the ribbon on Utah State’s newly dedicated
Stockham Student-Athlete Academic Hall of Honor during a ceremony Saturday The hall is located on the third floor of the Jim and
Carol Laub Athletics-Academic Complex . BRANDON FONDA photo

Sponsored by:
Special Collections & Archives
Merrill-Cazier Library
Leonard Arrington Foundation
College of Humanities, Arts and
Social Sciences
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Fall semester marred
by construction

Benjamin C. Wood
News Editor
Catherine Meidell

W

e understand that construction on
campus is necessary. Building codes
change, wear and tear expedites
remodels, opportunities for beautification
present themselves and new buildings do not,
after all, grow on trees – a good thing in itself,
considering the arboreal haircut the quad is
currently undergoing.
We heard a lot of grumbling lately about
the work being done along the north edge
of the quad. Just to fill in the students who
reside primarily in the colleges of art, engineering, or natural resources, last week a
trench was dug for various underground projects involving the new Agricultural Science
Building, soon to be located just east of the
quad – you know, where the giant hole is
– causing English majors the burdensome
task of circumnavigating, as opposed to traversing directly, their route to the Ray B. West
building. Obviously, the delay that stems from
this obstructs their primary goal of – as a
Statesman columnist put it last year – bagging
a husband.
Students wondered why this particular
work could not have been completed during
the summer months. While we understand
the thought process, we also understand that
this is a necessary burden. Constructing a
multi-million dollar agricultural science facility
is a complex process involving a framework
of moving pieces and a few slight delays can
often culminate in, well, a giant hole being
dug while class is in session.
Which brings us to the true subject of
today’s editorial: Why hasn’t the A been
turned on yet?
Last we heard, the A – essentially the most
notably recognizable feature of Utah State
University – was getting a more energyefficient makeover and would be off for the
duration of the process.
We don’t mean to gripe, but that seems like
something that could have been handled in
July.
It’s possible that university administrators
wanted to let Old Main wear white all the way
until labor day. Maybe the volcano in Europe
delayed the shipping of a certain make and
model of A-shaped LED lights. Perhaps the
collapse of the Grecian economy made financial waves that obliterated the market for
Aggie-blue electrical wiring. Or, it could be
that Somali pirates seized every step ladder
on earth.
Beats us, all we know is that we are starting week four of the Fall 2010 semester and
every night Old Main has reached to the
heavens with the school-pride equivalent of
a bloody stump. We don’t know about you,
but there’s just something depressing about
looking up and night and seeing the old lady
shrouded in darkness.
Please, get it fixed and turn the darned
thing on. Its almost October and hopefully
we’ll be seeing the glow of the A – blue or
white – after the Homecoming game.

Ask yourselves ‘why
not?’ this year
A wise woman
was once quoted as
saying, “If you obey
all the rules, you
miss all the fun.”
This woman was
acting great Audrey
Hepburn, who I have
had a personal crush
on ever since seeing
“My Fair Lady” as a
child.
We are in the greatest years of our lives, and fun is
something that we must put as a priority. As Aggies we
must have the attitude of ‘why not?’
Instead of asking ourselves “Why should I go to the
football games?” “Why should I go to the school-sponsored activities?” “Why should I talk to that cute boy/girl
in my math class?” we should be asking ourselves ‘why
not?’
We have started this year out on the right foot. We
have surrounded ourselves with fun things to do, and we
have done them. We had an incredible Week of Welcome
culminating with an incredible 80’s dance followed by an

ASUSU
View

Skyler Parkhurst

- See ASUSU, page 13
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ForumLetters
Much ado
about laptops
To the editor:
As long as the audio is
off, there can’t be that big
of a distraction to warrant
prohibiting laptops in the

classroom.
Further, a university
education should be more
about learning how to learn
than mental bulemia or perpetuating some professor’s
peeves. Some of them may
really need a “fact check.”
Maybe it is more about
the instructor’s “need for

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum
attention” than a concern
for distractions to learning.
Even for those who use it
for e-mail or Facebook.
Who paid the tuition?
Dale Willes

Cracking down on Spice, the
nation’s new prohibition
Prohibition didn’t work
out so well. Will the crackRepublican
down on spice, the marijuaRumblings
na substitute, be any better?
My fingers are crossed.
The Ogden City Council
recently passed a ban on
this Mary Jane substitute,
and one of my personal
heroes, Police Chief Jon this sense- and judgmentGreiner, is leading the inhibiting drug to be sold in
charge on the illegal sales stores, it is one step closer
of this substance by setting to legalizing marijuana and
up sting operations at the even harder drugs likes
tobacco shops and stores meth and cocaine, just like
who sell it just as readily as removing all punishments
pipe tobacco. Other coun- and negative repercusties are currently working to sions for children doesn’t
pass similar bans, as Cache make them more responCounty
did
sible.
They
last week, and
gain maturity
we can expect “If you give an
and responsithis issue to inch, they take a bility through
be addressed mile. If we allow parents setting
at the legislalimits.
tive
session this sense and
If you subthis
spring. judgment inhibscribe to the
C u r r e n t l y iting drug to be
belief that ‘it
spice,
also
will just be
sold
in
stores,
known
as
sold on the
K2, is illegal it is one step
streets and just
in Germany, closer to legalas easy to get,
France, Chile,
so why bother
Poland, Russia, izing marijuana
banning it?’,
South Korea, and even harder allow me to
S w e d e n , drugs like meth
take a moment
S w i t z e r l a n d , and cocaine.”
to figuratively
Austria, and
backhand you
the UK.
for being such
If you give an inch, they an idiot. Sure, it will be
take a mile. If we allow sold on the streets, but if

Renae Cowley

you live in Ogden, beware;
you don’t know Chief
Greiner as well as I do. He
is the man behind the newest gang injunction which
allows prosecutors to go
after known gang members
for associating with one
another, calling it a public
nuisance. He even put an
11 p.m. curfew on them
and yes, it is all completely
legal and enforceable. He
is one tough cookie, and is
committing a lot of time and
energy on the spice crackdown before it becomes a
widely-used narcotic.
More importantly, if
something is illegal but
you are sure people will
break the law anyway, it is
not a good idea to legalize
it. If Joe Shmo is a drunk
but you know he has a car
and will be driving drunk,
would you also condone
him getting behind the
wheel intoxicated because
even though it is illegal and
endangers lives, you think
he will do it anyway regardless of the consequences?
Didn’t think so. So why the
double standard? Perhaps
because you think it is a
harmless practice. Well,
that is where you are wrong
again. Spice is reported to

- See SPICE, page 13
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Are Aggie basketball
fans disrespectful?
•
•
•

Yes, the cheers
should be toned
down.
No, they are just
showing school
spirit.
I don’t really care.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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ASUSU: Make fun a priority during your time at Utah State this year
-continued from page 12

amazing concert. We followed that week- football team make a bowl game this
end with an equally outstanding one by year. We have the Nite Kite Revival Tour
destroying Idaho State at home followed reading poetry like you’ve never heard on
by a great after-party in our student cen- Sept. 25 followed by the Kalai concert on
ter. We must not lose this momentum.
the 27th. There is poetry and a beverage
As a student who has
each month, for some
attended the three major
light music and poetry
universities in Utah I can “There are so many
along with a free bevy.
tell you the thing that has great activities that
On Oct. 12 we have a
set this school apart is
former skinhead and neothe amount of fun I find are now available to
Nazi, who has changed
myself having on a daily us as students that we his life around from hate
basis. This University is
to tolerance, coming to
offering us so much and must take advantage
speak to us. At the end of
we must continue forward of. As we do so it will
October we have homein order to make this one enrich our lives, and
coming week followed by
of the great years of our
the week of The Howl fealives. This is a year for us we may never havce
turing the musical guest
to remember forever.
the chance to do some “We The Kings.” On Nov.
Now the question is
6 we will be having an
what is going on? How of these things again.” actor, writer and produccan we keep this momener of NBC’s Emmy awardtum that we have picked
winning “The Office,” do
up? How do we keep ourselves having stand-up comedy here on our campus.
fun? What are the activities available to
There are so many great activities that
us?
are now available to us as students that
The simple answer; stay informed on we must take advantage of. As we do so
the events, and attend them. Grab a foot- it will enrich our lives, and we may never
ball schedule and go watch our Aggie have the chance to do some of these

things again. This is our opportunity to
meet people that will be our friends and
confidants for the rest of our lives.
C.S. Lewis once stated, “Friendship is
unnecessary, like philosophy, like art ....
It has no survival value; rather it is one of
those things that give value to survival.”
The most important thing in having fun
this year is doing it with our fellow Aggies.
As we get out and meet new people we

are making a bond that is much stronger
than the education we receive, we are
uniting on a different level. This is our year,
let’s go Aggies!

Skyler Parkhurst is the ASUSU arts and
lectures director

Spice: Laws protect citizens
and serve the greater good
-continued from page 12
have even stronger effects than your regular swag and is currently sold to anyone 18
and older, and even that is only when it’s
enforced.
During the last Utah State Legislative
Session, Representative Paul Ray (my
state Representative) ran and passed a bill
against e-cigarettes. Up until his proactive
legislation, this nicotine product was sold
to minors. I’m sure there are children who
still smoke cigarettes or even e-cigarettes,
which can still be legally bought online,
but are at least now less accessible. Strides
are being taken to remove this dangerous
and deadly substance from our communities but it needs the hard nose and strict
enforcement from our judicial and legislative branches as well as the resources to
put boot leather to butt.
The whole point of having laws is to
enforce them and set limits to protect our
citizens and provide for the greater good.
If a law is being broken rampantly throughout the community, the solution is not to
throw in the towel and legalize the activity
or substance, but to give our law enforcement agencies more resources so they can
enforce laws that are already in the books.
Look at the current war on drugs, illegal
immigration, and even polygamy. Yeah, I
mean even you, Kingston clan and Warren
Jeffs. All of these things are illegal, with
firm punishments, but our police and prosecutors don’t have the resources they need
to come down hard on these lawbreakers.

My experience with Utah lawmakers
has proven to me that a lack of money is
not the problem when it comes to budget
shortfalls, but instead it is allocated to
wasteful pork barrel projects like employment for unnecessary school district
employees and art on underpasses. This
might be an argument for another column.
I digress, but if we were able to arm law
enforcement with the necessary tools for
them to do their jobs, the spice problem
would be eradicated.
If our lawmakers are committed enough,
while supported by the voters, to put spice
on the blacklist, but we turn our heads
to the blatant violation of the law, we are
doing ourselves a disservice. Criminals will
pick and choose which laws they want to
abide by, which encourages them to test
our tolerance of their outlaw ways. If we
send the message that only some of our
laws are really harmful or enforced, who is
to say which ones they will chose to comply with?
To make myself perfectly clear, if you
live in Ogden, or anywhere in Northern
Utah for that matter, don’t take your minor
cousin to be your bride, don’t get behind
the wheel after downing a fifth of Jack, and
if you want to buy spice, get the stuff at
Wal-Mart found next to the paprika.
Renae Cowley is a senior majoring in public relations. She can be reached at renaecowley@gmail.com
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A.T. STill University
www.atsu.edu

Studies
www.miis.edu

American Association of Colleges of
Osteopathic Medicine (AACOM)
www.aacom.org

National College of Natural Medicine/
School of Naturopathic Medicine &
School of Classical Chinese Medicine
www.ncnm.edu

American University of AntiguaCollege of Medicine
www.auamed.org
Argosy University- Psychology/
Education/Business
www.argosy.edu
Bard College Master of Arts in
Teaching
www.bard.edu/mat
Bastyr University - Naturopathic
Medicine, Acupuncture & Oriental
Medicine, Nutrition
http://www.bastyr.edu
Brigham Young University
Chemistry & Biochemistry
www.chem.byu.edu
College of Nursing
nursing.byu.edu
Exercise Science
Graduate Studies
Law School
www.law2.byu.edu
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Development Graduate Program
http://mfhd.byu.edu/
Master of Business Administration
Mechanical Engineering
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Southwest College of Naturopathic
Medicine - Doctorate
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Business Graduate Studies
College of HASS
http://socialwork.usu.edu
Engineering and Technology Education
www.ete.usu.edu
Health, Physical Ed, & Recreation Dept
cehs.usu.edu/hper
Management Information Systems
http://www.huntsman.usu.edu/mis/
Master of Science in Human Resources
huntsman.usu.edu/mshr

California Western School of Law - JD
www.californiawestern.edu

Texas Chiropractic College
www.txchiro.edu

School of Accountancy
www.huntsman.usu.edu/acct/

Carnegie Mellon University
www.ini.cmu.edu

The Dartmouth Institute for Health
Policy and Clinical Practice
www.TDIeducation.dartmouth.edu

School of Graduate Studies
www.usu.edu/graduateschool/

Eastern Washington University Occupational Therapy
www.ewu.edu/ot

Harding University College of
Pharmacy
www.harding.edu/pharmacy
Idaho State University - MBA Program
www.isu.edu
Indiana University- School of Public
and Environmental Affairs
spea.indiana.edu

Lake Erie College of Osteopathic
Medicine- Osteopathic Medicine
www.lecom.edu
Life Chiropractic College WestChiropractic
www.lifewest.edu
Logan College of Chiropractic /
University Graduate & Professional
Program
www.logan.edu
Medill School at Northwestern
University - MSJ, MSIMC
www.medill.northwestern.edu
Midwestern University- Health
Sciences
Monterey Institute of International
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Southern Utah University - All
Graduate Programs
www.suu.edu/graduateschool

Utah State University
Biological Engineering
www.be.usu.edu

Rehabilitation Counseling Program
Special Education Department
http://sped.usu.edu/masters-rehabilitation-counseling/
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Ross University- School of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine
www.rossu.edu

University of Wyoming Graduate
Programs
www.uwyo.edu/uwgrad

Teton Science Schools
www.tetonscience.org

Franklin Pierce University - Dr of
Physical Therapy Program
www.franklinpierce.edu
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Rosalind Franklin University of
Medicine and Science
www.RosalindFranklin.edu

University of Washington- Foster
School of Business
www.mba.washington.edu

California School of Podiatric
Medicine- Podiatry

Duke University - Master of
Management Studies
http://www.fuqua.duke.edu/programs/
other_programs/mms_foundations_of_
business/
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Rocky Vista University College of
Osteopathic Medicine
www.rockyvistauniversity.org

Division of Public Health
http://medicine.utah.edu/dfpm/
DivisionPH/index.htm

Temple University School of Podiatric
Medicine
http://podiatry.temple.edu

Des Moines University
www.dmu.edu
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Rocky Mountain University of Health
Professions
www.rmuohp.edu

School of Medicine
http://medicine.utah.edu/admissions

Romney Institute of Public
Administration
mpa.byu.edu

Creighton University- School Of
Pharmacy & Health Prof
http://www.creighton.edu
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Purdue University- College of
Engineering
https://engineering.purdue.edu/Engr/

Public Policy, Public Administration,
and International Affairs
http://www.cppa.utah.edu/academic.
html

St Georges University- School of
Medicine, School of Veterinary
Medicine
www.sgu.edu

Corcoran College of Art + Design
www.corcoran.edu
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Pacific University- Health and
Professional Programs
Parker College of Chiropractic - Doctor
of Chiropractic
www.parkercc.edu

Master of Statistics
www.mstat.utah.edu

Psychology
www.byu.edu

Concordia University School of Law
www.concordialaw.com
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Oklahoma State- College of
Osteopathic Med
www.healthsciences.okstate.edu

www.health.utah.edu/ot

Thunderbird School of Global
Management - MBA - Global
Management, MS in Global
Management and MA in Global Affairs
and Manag
Touro University Nevada- Dr of
Osteopathy, MA in PhyAsst
www.mywebsite.com
United States Army Medical Recruiting
healthcare.goarmy.com
Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara
University of Alabama-Graduate
School
www.graduate.UA.edu
University of Medicine and Health
Sciences, International University of
Nursing
www.umhs-sk.org
University of North Dakota - Graduate
School
www.gradschool.und.edu
University of Pacific McGeorge School
of Law- Juris Doctor, MA of Law
www.mcgeorge.edu
University of Phoenix- Business
www.phoenix.edu/corp/smmulet
University of St. Augustine
www.usa.edu
University of the Pacific- MBA
University of Utah
Biomedical Informatics
www.bmi.utah.edu
College of Engineering
College of Law
www.law.utah.edu
University of Utah Cont.
College of Nursing
College of Pharmacy
www.pharmacy.utah.edu
David Eccles School of Business
utah.edu
Department of Physical Therapy
Division of Occupational Therapy

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
http://mae.usu.edu/
Regional Campuses & Distance
Education
http://distance.usu.edu

Testing Services
www.usu.edu/career/testing/index.php
Utah Valley University
Master of Business Administration
www.uvu.edu/mba
Masters of Education
www.uvu.edu
Masters of Science in Nursing
www.uvu.edu
Walla Walla University, School of
Social Work
http://www.socialwork.wallawalla.edu
Washington State University Graduate School
http://www.gradsch.wsu.edu/
Weber State University
Master of Business Administration
http://weber.edu/mba
Master of Criminal Justice
Master of English
http://weber.edu/MAEnglish
Masters of Health Administration
www.weber.edu
Nursing
Master of Professional Communication
http://www.weber.edu/mpc/default.htm
West Virginia School of Osteopathic
Medicine
www.wvsom.edu
Western Governors University Masters Degree/Education, Business,
Healthcare
www.wgu.edu
Western States Chiropractic College
- Doctor of Chiropractic
Western University of Health Sciences
- Pharmacy, Veterinary Medicine,
Nursing, Dentistry, Osteopathic
Medicine, Optometry, P
http://www.westernu.edu
Westminster College
www.westminstercollege.edu
Whittier Law School
https://www.law.whittier.edu
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Igor nears Bermuda as Category 1 hurricane
HAMILTON, Bermuda (AP) – Fierce
waves pounded the breakwaters and shores
of Bermuda on Sunday, straining yacht
moorings and battering oceanfront hotels
as Hurricane Igor lashed the wealthy British
enclave.
Bermudians battened down their homes
in pelting rain to wait out Igor, a Category 1
hurricane with maximum sustained winds
of 80 mph (130 kph). Some storm-seasoned
islanders ventured outside to gawk at the
15–foot (5–meter) surf or to triple-tie boat
moorings even as officials warned them to
stay indoors.
“We are urging residents to please go
home and stay in until it is all over,” said government spokeswoman Beverle Lottimore.
Those who did venture outside were met

with howling winds, and gusts of hurricane
force were reported by midday. Flooding was
reported in low-lying areas and streets in
downtown Hamilton, the capital, were covered in several inches of water and littered
with tree branches and other debris.
Igor’s eye was expected to pass over or very
close to Bermuda late Sunday, according to
the U.S. National Hurricane Center in Miami.
But with hurricane-force winds extending up
to 90 miles (150 kilometers) from the storm’s
eye, even a near-miss could cause substantial
damage.
The storm was expected to veer northeast
– away from the United States – after passing
Bermuda. But forecasters said it would continue causing high surf and strong rip currents along the U.S. eastern seaboard.

The

I Took All Summer
CONTEST!

Most tourists hopped on flights home
before the airport closed Saturday afternoon,
but Elaine and Brian LaFleur of New Bedford,
Massachusetts, said they actually changed
the date of their flight so they would make it
to Bermuda in advance of Igor. They wanted
a new experience for their 28th trip to the
island.
“We’ve done everything else on this island,
but we’ve never experienced a hurricane,” said
Elaine LaFleur, 62.
The couple’s original itinerary had them
arriving Sunday but they flew in Friday.
Brian LeFleur, 66, said the couple was staying busy indoors playing games on their iPad.
He had hoped to watch Sunday football but
the cable television at their hotel in downtown
Hamilton lost its signal.
Bermuda’s power utility reported that
roughly 19,500 customers were without electricity by Sunday evening on the British territory of 68,000 inhabitants.
Some Bermudians were optimistic that a
weakened Igor, which was downgraded to a
Category 1 hurricane overnight, would spare
the Atlantic territory serious damage.
“We prayed that the storm would be downgraded, and it looks like our prayers have
been answered,” said Fred Swan, a 52-year-old
teacher.
But as the hurricane bore down, most
islanders hunkered down in their homes and
listened to the howling winds and cracking
thunder outside.
School principal Marion Dyer, 47, said she
holed up with her 8-year-old daughter and two
others after losing power around dawn, when
Igor’s outer bands began severely whipping
Bermuda.
“Now and again we get bursts of wild wind
which sends the rain in all directions,” Dyer
wrote in an e-mail to an AP reporter. “We
have heard several rolls of thunder which are
becoming more frequent.”
Premier Ewart Brown said islanders “have
been forced to recognize that the ocean is not
so vast and Bermuda not so unique as to be
separated from the awesome power of nature.”
Some islanders checked into resorts to
ride out the storm. At the Fairmont Hamilton
Princess hotel near the capital’s downtown,
about half of the 410 rooms were occupied,
said Jonathan Crellin, the hotel’s general manager.

“The hotel is locked down tight and ready
to take Igor when he arrives in full,” Crellin
said from the hotel, which like most buildings
in the territory is built of solid concrete.
High surf kicked up by the storm has
already swept two people out to sea in Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, far to the
south.
By late afternoon Sunday, Igor was steaming north at 15 mph (24 kph), according to the
U.S. hurricane center.
Forecasters said the storm could drop 6 to
9 inches (15 to 23 centimeters) of rain over
Bermuda and cause significant coastal flooding.
Steve Gibbons and five relatives ventured
out on foot to Somerset Bridge, where high
winds whipped the sea over the bridge and
made it difficult to stand up straight.
“Later on, we’ll be inside hunkered down,”
Gibbons said while bracing himself against
the gusting wind.
Hotel cancellations were reported across
Bermuda, popular with tourists for its pink
sand beaches and with businesspeople as an
offshore financial haven.
A causeway linking the main island with
St. George’s parish was closed, along with the
L.F. Wade International Airport. Officials said
schools would be closed Monday and Tuesday,
and a local newspaper canceled its Monday
edition.
Bermuda’s building codes specify that
homes must be built with walls at least eight
inches thick, and be able to withstand 150
mph (241 kph) gusts and sustained winds of
110 mph (177 kph). Some power and phone
lines are underground.
In Mexico on Sunday, officials raised
to 12 the death toll from Hurricane Karl,
which made landfall on Mexico’s Gulf Coast
on Friday and soaked Veracruz, Puebla and
Tabasco states in the south-central part of the
country.
At least 30,000 people were displaced
by flooding and landslides in Veracruz
alone, according to a report from the Civil
Protection agency.
Gov. Fidel Herrera said 125 municipalities
were in a state of emergency.
Far out in the Atlantic, Tropical Storm Julia
was weakening and not expected to threaten
land.

Here are some past
entries. You took
some GREAT photos
this summer. Let
others see them.
Win some prizes!
Deadline:
Sept. 30, 5 p.m.

A BOAT IS SWAMPED with water at Flatts Inlet in Smith’s parish while Hurricane Igor comes
ashore in Bermuda, Sunday. (AP Photo)

Obama to push DREAM

Sumbit your photo (medium-sized
JPG is preferred) to “statesman@
aggiemail.usu.edu,” subject line
“Photo Contest.”
Three categories.
Only one entry per person
per category.
1) Nature and Scenic
2) People and Activities
3) Bizzare or Unusual
Send as soon as you can. First
round of juding will be online at
www.utahstatesman.com.
Watch for details.

Check out entries posted at
www.utahstatesman.com
(Under Options). Voting starts soon.

WASHINGTON (AP) – President Barack
Obama is promising to work with senators
to help pass legislation allowing thousands
of young people who attend college or join
the military to become legal U.S. residents,
according to Hispanic lawmakers who met
Thursday with the president.
“The president made it absolutely clear to
us that he would leave no stone unturned” in
pushing for Senate approval of what’s known
as the DREAM Act, Rep. Luis Gutierrez, DCalif., said.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, DNev., has said he wants to add the immigration measure to a defense policy bill the
Senate plans to take up before lawmakers
leave town to campaign for the November
elections.
Republicans oppose that move and have
accused Reid of playing politics with the bills.
Some military leaders support Reid
because of the recruitment potential for the
armed services. Under the bill, the young people must have come to the U.S. before age 16
and have lived here for five years. At least two
years of military service would be required.
“The president noted that it is time to
stop punishing innocent young people for
the actions of their parents, especially when
those youth grew up in America and want to
serve this country in the military or pursue a
higher education,” the White House said in a
statement after Obama’s meeting at the White
House with Gutierrez, Rep. Nydia Velazquez,
D-N.Y., and Sen. Robert Menendez, D-N.J.
When Obama was a senator he supported
the DREAM Act, which has been kicking

around Congress for nearly a decade.
The meeting followed Obama’s speech
Wednesday night at a Hispanic awards dinner, where he urged Latinos not to punish
Democrats at the polls because he’s been
unable to keep his promise to sign a comprehensive immigration bill into law.
Advocates, meanwhile, are launching a
major lobbying effort for DREAM, enlisting
educators, clergy and others to press senators
to back the measure.
Velazquez said passing the bill “is the
right thing to do. It’s a matter of fairness for
thousands and thousands of young kids” who
entered the country illegally with their families. She and others say they should not be
punished.
Republicans contend that the bill rewards
law breakers.
“The DREAM Act is yet another attempt
by Washington Democrats to grant amnesty
to illegal immigrants who have broken our
laws,” said Rep. Phil Gingrey, R-Ga.
Carlos Saavedra, national coordinator
of United We Dream, a coalition of student
immigrant advocacy groups, said voters who
care about the issue will be watching how
senators vote on the bill.
“Folks are literally dropping their lives
right now to work on this,” Saavedra said
Thursday. “This is one of our last chances to
get some justice to the immigrant community
and immigrant youth. It’s huge.”
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and FREE
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Answers? Check at www.ustahstatesman.com

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

    

Apartments

www.a-bay-usu.com

ClassifiedAds
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Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.aggietownsquare.com
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Check out the
first wave of
entries in the
photo contest:
“Best Photo
I Took All
Summer.”
www.utahstatesman.com
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Monday

Sept. 20
Today is Monday, Sept.
20, 2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Jace Austin, a freshman
majoring in agricultural
business from Weston,
Utah.

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1511, Portuguese
navigator Ferdinand
Magellan sets sail
from Spain in an
effort to find a western sea route to the
rich Spice Islands of
Indonesia.

Weather
High: 80° Low: 45°
Skies: Sunny

Monday, Sept. 20, 2010

- Men’s Golf at Falcon Invitational, All Day
- Research on Capitol Hill, All Day
- Service Fair, TSC International Lounge,
8:30 a.m.
- Auditions for ‘Out of the Blue’, 3:30 p.m.
- VIBE Fashion with a Cause, TSC
Ballroom, 7 p.m.
- Skate with the Aggie’s Night, Eccles Ice
Center, 7:15 p.m.
- Senior celebration, 7 to 9 p.m., USU
Bookstore.
- The Cashore Marionettes, Morgan
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Sept. 21
- Undergraduate Research in the
Humanities, All Day
- Thai Student Cookout, TSC Patio, 10
a.m.
-National Anthem Try-outs, 6 p.m.

Wednesday

Sept. 22

- Undergraduate Research in the
Humanities, All Day
- Grad School Fair, TSC Lounges, 10
a.m.

Tuition refund

The Registrar’s office would like
everyone to be aware of the following dates: Sept. 20 is the last
day to receive 50 percent Tuition
refund, last day to add classes
and last day to drop and is also
a Tuition Payment Due date.

Major Fair

The Major Fair will be held on
Oct. 1 in the TSC International
Lounge from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Come learn about the variety of
majors, minors, and degree programs available at USU. Enter
the drawing for great prizes!
This event is designated as an
Aggie Passport opportunity.
More info available in TSC 304.

Thai cookoot
Come to the Thai Student
Association Cookout on Sept.
21 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the
TSC Patio. Combos are $7.

Service fair
Want to become more involved
with service? Come to the Utah
State Service Fair! This year’s
Fall Service Fair will be held in
the TSC International Lounge
with registration beginning at
8:30 a.m. on Sept. 20.

Workshop series

Upcoming Academic Resource
Center Workshop Series every
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in TSC
335 starting Oct. 6. This ongoing workshop series will address
psychological issues that impact
academic success. For questions or additional information,
please contact 797-1128.

Hockey opener

Hockey home opener is Sept.
24th against Weber State at 7
p.m. at the Eccles Ice Center.
Student Admission is $5.

You need to know....
LSAT and GRE Prep Courses
are available! Tuesday’s and
Thursdays from Sept. 14 to Oct.
21. LSAT is 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. and
GRE is 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. For more
info visit conference.usu.edu/lsat
or call 797-0423.
Got Anxiety? Come to a
screening and learn about anxiety
and see what you are someone you
know can do about it on Sept. 21
in TSC West Ballroom from 10:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The University Inn and
Conference Center presents
a Value Added Seminar on
improving communication in the
workplace on Sept. 23 at 12 p.m.
in Eccles Conference Center room
205. RSVP now at valueaddedworkplace.usu.edu.
Come watch USU cowboys
and cowgirls compete for the
best buck, biggest buckle and
fastest time at the Cache Country
Fairgrounds Sept. 24 and 25 at 7
p.m. Purchase tickets at the gate
or discounted tickets sold on campus. For more info, visit ag.usu.
edu.
Benefit barbecue, open to
everyone at 6 p.m. on Sept. 27
featuring food from the Texas
Roadhouse on Old Main Hill.
A carb-load lunch from 12 p.m.
to 2 p.m. at LeNonne Restaurant
located at 129 N. 100 E. on Sept.
28. The all-you-can-eat lunch is $7.
VIBE Fashion with a
Cause Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in TSC
Ballroom. A service learning event
bringing together food and fashion to raise awareness about hunger and sustainability. Bring a can
of food for admission to benefit
SNAC.
Comedy Improv Night
featuring Out of the Blue
Entertainment on Sept. 24 at
8 p.m. in the TSC Auditorium.
Tickets are $5, $3 with ID.

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

